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Kentucky Windage
By P. WY.
We can't help but wonder why our
Lieutenant Governor has been so fired
up to keep Kentucky on central stand-
ard time, to the extent that he threat-
ened repeatedly to call a special ses-
sion of the Legislature to make it a
law, if Governor Breathitt ever left the
State.
The consternation that greeted
Fulton, Hickman and other cities and
areas of the Purchase when they all
realized that our neighboring States
were going on daylight time this year,
and we weren't, has been greatly al-
leviated by decrees and ordinances
that are gradually moving us enmasse
to adopt daylight time when our
neighbors do. Thank goodness.
But wouldn't .we have been in a
mess-if the Governor HAD left the
State (he missed a lot of important
meetings because he didn't); and if the
Lt-Governor HAD called a special ses-
sion, and if it were the law that we
HAD to stay on standard time whether
we liked it or not.
Fulton and Fulton County, for
one, would have really found itself in a
mess.
Several classes are coming back
together again here for a big reunion
in July, and I hope that members of
these classes who still live around here
will be just as eager to attend the re-
union as are those who will travel
great distances just to be here. When
one graduates from high school and
moves to a distant state such as Cali-
fornia, return visits to the "old home-
town" are often diminished to the
point of none-at-all ,and as the years
go by, the nostalgia builds up to the
point where one will move heaven &
earth just to be here and see the old
gang all together once again.
Such was the situation up in my
old home-town last Spring, when the
25th reunion brought together old
classmates from California, Florida
and distant points around the country.
Everybody was there but three, and
these all still lived in town. After the
evening festivities some of the old
gang went out on the street and hap-
pened to run into one of the three who
hadn't attended. The conversation
went like this:
"Hey, Joe, for heaven's sake why
weren't you inside with the rest of us.
Didn't you know about the big re-
unidn"?
"Yeah, I knew about it."
"How come you weren't there?
The rest of 'em are all here, from Cali-
fornia, Texas, Florida ,and all over".
"Well, I was going to come, but I
couldn't make it tonight. This is my
night to go bowling."
Boy, how's THAT for a letdown
after driving two thousand miles!
My mother, who is getting along
in yearsand no longer flits around as
she didxhile she had seven children in
the house, is nevertheless very mental-
ly alert and, among other things, en-
joys reading good books. In the city
where she lives, the bookmobile comes
by every two weeks and stops up the
street for a couple of hours, and rain or
shine, she never misses this opportun-
ity to go up, turn in the books she has
enjoyed during pleasant evenings at
home, and go over the current offer-
ings for some more. Along with her
newspapers, her favorite TV programs
and her regular bridge games, her
books are a pleasant and interesting
part of the tempo she chooses to set for
herself. I think if the bookmobile ever
stopped coming to the neighborhood
she would feel that she had lost one of
her best friends, and would disrupt a
happy pastime she has enjoyed for
years.
I mention this bit of personal
matter to point up the fact that April
16-22 is National Library Week, and
that right here in Fulton County we
now have an established 'bookmobile
too. It has been circulating around for
nearly two years now, and, I am sure,
has developed its goodly share of hap-
piness and regular patrons, many
whom may be like mother—eager to
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Bobby Snider Named New
Principal At Fulton High
Bobby Reed Snider, a member of
the Fulton High faculty since 1961,
was elected principal of Fulton High
School by the Board of Education at
the regular meeting Monday night.
Mr. Snider will succeed J. M. Martin,
who is retiring at the close of the
school year.
The Board also announced the
election of Mrs. Leonard Allen as prin-
cipal of Carr Elementary, succeeding
Charles Thomas, who has been named
Superintendent of Schools. Mrs. Allen
has been aisociated with the Fulton
City Schools for a total of 16 years, as
teacher and for the past five years as
supervisor of instruction of all schools
and guidance counselor for Fulton
High School.
The appointment of Mrs. Fred
Bondurant as head teacher at Terry-
Norman which has already been an-
nounced completes the election of
principals for next year at the three
schools of the system.
Election of teachers will be held
at the May meeting of the Board.
Wrecker Wrecks; Rerailed
Even wreckers get wrecked.
And when a 150-ton wrecker goes
off the track, it takes two more wreck-
ers to set it back upright.
Such was the case just south of
Fulton Sunday afternoon then the lo-
cally-based derrick of the Illinois Cen-
tral, on a call to re-rail a car of fertili-
zer, itself went off the track. It took the
combined efforts of wreckers from Pa-
ducah and Jackson, and a bulldozer to
get the monster back on the rails next
afternoon' It has been sent to the Pa-
ducah shops for repairs.
Opening Ceremonies April 21
Official ceremonies for the open-
ing of the University Center at U-T
Martin Branch will be conducted Fri-
day morning, April 21, at 10 o'clock.
Dr. Andrew D. Holt, print of
The University of Tennessee; Cisancel-
lor Paul Meek, U-T Martin Branch;
UTMB Student Government officers,
trustees, legislators, UTMB adminis-
trative officials and faculty members
will be in attendance at the 10 a. m.
opening ceremonies.
Cancer Drive Next Week
Volunteer members of the Fulton
Junior Woman's Club will canvass the
community business district for the
1967 Cancer drive beginning next
Monday, April 17. The drive is an an-
nual project of the Club.
SOUTHERN BELL SAFETY AWARDS: Em-
ployees listed left to right with total years of •c-
cident free driving are: (top) M. D. Cleric, 14;
C. E. Thomas, 14; L. E. Kilter, 14; B. H. Giles,
12; C. E. Barclay, 12; (bottom) M. J. Sisk, 12;
J. W. Subleft, 10; J. A. Harrison, 9; H. L. Ken-
nedy, 1. Not pictured were B. R. McCollum, 14,
and G. P. Smith, 1.
Fulton Grads Of '46-7-8-9
Plan July Reunion Here
Some 200 members of the Fulton
High school graduating classes of 1946-
47-48-49 are expected to return here
for a combined class reunion July 14
and 15.
Paul Kasnow, chairman of the
joint reunion committee, announced
this week that the following tentative
plans have been adopted by the com-
mittee:
Registration will begin at 1 p. m.,
on Friday, July 14, at a hospitality
room at the Park Terrace. That night
at 7 o'clock a big barbeque will be held
at the Fulton Country Club. During
the day on Saturday, July 15, there
will be individual class parties, and in
the afternoon at 4 o'crInek there will be
a picnic for the children at the City
Park.
Saturday night, beginning at 6
p. m., there will be a hospitality hour,
dinner and dance for the members,
their wives and husbands, or escorts, at
the Country Club. Charles Andrews'
"Melody Men" orchestra will furnish
music for dancing.
Also, on Sattwday night from 8 to
12 p. m. there will be a dance for the
teenagers.
Plans are to invite teachers, who
taught the group when they were sen-
iors, who presently live in the Fulton
area to at least one of the events. Ad-
dresses of some of these teachers are
needed by the reunion committee.
Mrs. Jack Moore is secretary of
the reunion committee. The class chair-
men are: Mrs. Paul Heltsley, class of
1946; Mrs. Wick Smith, class of 1947;
Joe Mac Workman, class of 1948 and
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Harrison Bound uveli To
Grand Jury In Shooting
Melvin Harrison, 39-year-old Chi-
cago construction worker and a native
of Fulton has been bound over to await
grand jury action in the fatal shooting
of Cecil (Jack) Hogg, Fulton barber, on
March 18.
Harrison was freed on $7,500 bond
following an examining trial before
Fulton. County Judge John Cruce at
Hickman on Monday.
Harrison was represented at. the
examining trial by attorneys Francis
Goheen, Paducah and Dee McNeill,
Hickman. Attorney Rodney Miller,
Fulton, assisted County Attorney
James Amberg.
A reported witness to the shoot-
ing, Bill Baty, Chicago, failed to ap-
pear at the examining trial after being
suspended.
Hogg, co-owner of a Fulton barber
shop, was shot in the temple at the
home of his ex-wife, Mrs. Mary Lou
Hogg, on March 18, and died March 22
in Memphis without having regained
consciousness.
Prior to the shooting, Harrison
testified he and Hogg went outside to
have a private talk. Harrison said he
went to his car and got a pistol, which
he held in his hand during the course
of the conversation.
They later shook hands and went
back inside the house.
Just prior to leaving for the lake,
Harrison reportedly told Hogg that if
he ever mistreated his sister "I'll kill
you."
Hogg, according to Harrison, then
grabbed his hand and the pistol dis-
charged. "The gun must have gone off
—I don't know whether I shot Jack.or
not."
Hogg's son Jimmy, returned short-
ly after the shooting and testified he
thought his father had been hit with
brass knucks.
Mrs. Hogg testified she saw Har
rison holding the gun just before the
shooting, but couldn't remember or not
whether she actually saw the gun
fired. "I must have — but I can't re-
member," she said.
Mrs. Hogg said all three men,
Harrison, Hogg and Baty, were intoxi-
cated.
After the shooting, Mrs. Hogg
quoted Harrison as saying, "Jack, get
up, I didn't hurt you."
Hogg slumped over in a chair, she
said, and she put a towel on his head.
Charles Stafford and Rudell
Johns, Fulton policemen who arrested
Harrison, said he told them, "I had all
the right in the world to do it."
Paula Long Is Named
South Fulton Princess
Paula Long, 16-year old daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. William Earl Long of
Pierce, Tennessee and a sophomore at
South Fulton High School was named
"South Fulton Booster Princess" at the
annual pageant of the Club last week-
end.
The contest was held in the South
Fulton high school gym, and Miss Long
won over 25 other contestants from
Fulton and South Fulton. She will rep-
resent the Club at the Humboldt
Strawberry Festival and the Paris fish
fry.
First maid was Miss Joy Jobe, 16,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Milford Jobe
of Water Valley and a sophomore at
Fulton High School.
Miss Joanna Woodruff, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Woodruff of
South Fulton, and a 1966 graduate of
South Fulton High School, was the sec.
ond maid. Miss Susan Tegethoff, South
Fulton student, was third mid. 
Fulton County Library System Enjoying Phenomenal
Growth; Let's Keep This New Asset Growing!
Almost two years ago, Governor
Edward T. Breathitt appropriated
money to provide a demonstration li-
brary program for Fulton County for
a two year period.
At that time, library services to
the people were limited to three days
per week, three hours each day. Two
libraries were maintained; one at Ful-
ton and one at Hickman. For many
years, both libraries had operated on
$600 from the state and $600 from the
county with contributions of varying
amounts from the cities of Fulton and
Hickman along with donations from
civic clubs and individuals. The strug-
gle each year to keep expenses within
the limits of the budget kept any ex-
pansion of services out of the question
and therefore the services offered were
nowhere near those needed.
With the grant, early in the sum-
mer of 1965, came the possibility of an
up-to-date and modern library program
for all the people in the county; not
(Continued On Page Two)
Welcome Centers On Super-Highways Are "Friends" To Travelers
Anybody who drives long enough
can get lost; but he's in luck if he is on
Kentucky's growing new superhigh-
way system, thanks to the Information
Centers, rest areas and service centers
that dot the Commonwealth's main
roads.
The big, fast throughways—reach-
ing into every section of the Bluegrass
State—were planned to anticipate
many of the vexing emergencies a
driver might meet. And help, in Ken-
tucky, comes with a personal touch.
Lost? Smiling, well-informed in-
formation specialists can tell you pre-
cisely how to get where you're going
and give you a map in the bargain.
No place to sleep? They'll tell you
about the nearest accommodations and
what to see while you're in the neigh-
borhood.
Three State Information Centers
on principal through roads have travel
specialists on duty, trained by the Ken-
tucky Department of Public Informa-
tion. They know Kentucky like the
back of their hands, and they give the
visitor maps, brochures and every
other kind of helpful tourist informa-
tion. There are rest rooms, telephones
and plenty of cold, fresh water, too.
Attendants in these Information
Centers are on duty from 9:00 a. m. to
5:00 p. m., the year around. Their hours
are considerably extended during the
busy tourist season.
At four unmanned rest areas on
Interstate Highway 64, you'll find such
conveniences as rest rooms, water
fountains, telephones, travel aids, pic-
nic tables and grills.
Three service centers, strategical-
ly placed on four-lane throughways,
provide filling stations, modern restau-
rants and, in one case, overnight ac-
commodations. Two of the service cen-
ters are next to Information Centers.
At the Shepherdsville interchange
on the Kentucky Turnpike, for ex-
ample, you'll receive personal atten-
tion in an Information Center, and find
a service center with two filling sta-
tions, a restaurant and a motel. Some
15 miles farther south, a service center
(with two filling stations and a restau-
(Continued On Page Eight)
Er"
NEW INTERSTATE REST AREAS— Three new rest area-information buildings have been com-
pleted on Interstate 75 in Scott and Boone Counties. Another building, similar in design but some-
what larger, will be built in Boone County as • service to motorists entering the state from lb. north.
Kentucky now has seven, full facility rest areas on its interstate system. There will be 34 such
areas in the system when it is completed.
Editorials
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Fulton County Library
(Continued from Page One)
just those who lived in the two cities
or who were fortunate enough to have
transportation to them. The city of
Fulton secured the old post office
building from the General Services
Administration and deeded it to the
county library board for the express
purpose of having it house a library.
Money from the Governor's appropria-
tion paid for renovation of this and the.
Hickman building, along with new
shelving for the more than 6000 new
books; also for furniture, records, pic-
tures, films, projectors & microfilm. A
bookmobile was bought to circulate in
the county from schools to the most
remote areas.
Mrs. John Daniel is the librarian
for Fulton, Mrs. Doyle Johns for Hick-
man, and Mrs. J. A. Willingham is the
bookmobile librarian. They are quali-
fied and all three attended a seminar
in Frankfort last summer which cover-
ed new trends and methods in library
services. Mrs. Bill Rowlett is a gradu-
ate librarian from Murray State Uni-
versity and works with the entire
county system.
The response of the people to the
libraries has been phenomenal. A
monthly average circulation of 5,386
for the past 9 months is almost un-
heard-of for a county this size. This
large number is probably because of
the unique situation of having the two
libraries and bookmobile; all sur-
rounding and most other counties in
the state maintain only the one library.
The county board feels that adequate
service is a "must" if the needs of the
people are to be met, and that the most
effective way is to place libraries
where they will be easily accessible.
The results have fully justified this
feeling.
Much time and thought has gone
into arranging the hours that the li-
braries are open. Fulton is open Mon-
day, Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
9-11; 12-5, Tuesday 11:30-9:00 and
closed all day Wednesday. Hickman is
open 8:30-5:00 Monday through Fri-
day. The bookmobile operates on a
regular schedule throughout the coun-
ty and has stops in both the cities of
Hickman and Fulton.
New books are being added to the
shelves every week along with new re-
cords, pictures and films. If any per-
son fails to find a book he wants, the
librarian will get it through one of the
regional libraries or from the state de-
partment. This enables many students
to be given help with research prob-
lems.
National library week will be
April 16-22 and a cordial invitation to
visit your library is extended by your
librarian. Come by and see for your-
self what so many have already dis-
covered . . . an attractive, quiet place
which provides unlimited opportuni-
ties for enrichment and relaxation.
The library system in Fulton
County has achieved a new plateau of
usefulness and patronage after many,
long years of neglect and disinterest,
and it ought never again to lapse into
the state it was in before 1965. The
State-supported program here, how-
ever generous, was only a means of
getting things started; permanent fi-
nancing will have to come from the
citizens of the County themselves af-
ter this year.
National Library Week 1967, in
Fulton County will therefore have a
double meaning. First of all, it is a
special invitation to visit and inspect
facilities, and secondly, to examine
their usefulness and patronage care-
fully to justify their worthwhile con-
tinuation in the years to come through
your support.
What's Wrong With The Way Ky. Is Being Run?
Dissenters Don't Seem To Come Up With An Answer
What's wrong with the way Ken-
tucky is being run?
We hear rumblings of discontent
with the present administration, and
of the unpopularity of Governor
Breathitt in some quarters, and just
this week discussed this matter with a
resident who travels the Purchase
quite a bit and who, although he has no
interest whatever in politics, is never-
theless curious as to what specific thing
or things have generated this feeling.
"When I hear a group of men talk-
ing against the Governor, I like to ask
them just WHAT, specifically, they
don't like about him," this gentlemen
told us. "They don't seem to know. So
I ask them, 'Is it that there's graft go-
ing on up there in Frankfort?' And
they say no. 'Well, is the Governor do-
ins a lousy job?' And they say no.
'Well, what, specifically, has he
done wrong that you don't like?' "And
they don't come up with anything."
"It beats me", commented our bus-
inessman-friend, "as to what the root
of the discontent is. Maybe it's just
frustration among some of the 'outs'
with the 'ins' at not being able to find
something specific they don't like.
They just don't know. They don't come
up with a thing."
Most any honest, informed citizen
of Kentucky will admit that Kentucky
has been well run, and very creditably,
by Governor Breathitt, and in years to
come his administration will go down
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as one of our most progressive and ag-
gressive ever. He is young, full of vigor
and determination to leave a good re-
cord. He has worked hard and very
successfully to get Kentucky a lot of
new industry, surpassing his promise
of 75,000 new jobs. He is well-liked na-
tionally, and he carries the highest es-
teem among all his fellow governors in
the Southern Governor's Conference.
He has instituted many worth-
while programs for his state, and im-
plemented many more. He has been
clean-cut and fair, he has been for-
ward-looking, and he has projected a
good image of Kentucky to the Na-
tion. He has not dealt under the table;
his administration has been clean. His
administration has provided us with
excellent implementation of the high-
way system and parks, plus the added
focus on industrial development that
we have never had before.
We think all of these things are
pertinent at this time. In a very few
weeks we are going to have a primary
election to choose the Democratic suc-
cessor to Governor Breathitt, and now
is a good time to give your personal
appraisal of the present administration
and decide whether you want to con-
tinue its policies or throw them out.
We would hope that, if you are
thinking about throwing them out, you
give a good look at what you are going
to vote for, as a substitute, and ask
yourself "why".
We not only do NOT see anything
wrong with the way Kentucky is be-
ing run, we have never seen it run bet-
ter.
Now is the time to think about
these things, and talk about these
things and to remember. . . twentyfive
years from now our children will be
living in the kind of State that we
make for them now. Long after our
petty likes and dislikes have been gont
and interred, our progress among other
states in the nation will testify to our
good judgement in continuing the pro-




When a feller hasn't got a cent
And is feelin' kind of blue,
And the clouds hang thick and dark,
And won't let the sunshine thro',
It's a great thing, oh my brethren,
For a fellow just to lay
When a hand is on your shoulder in a
way.
It makes a man feel queerish,
It makes the tear-drops start.
And you kind o' feel a flutter
In the region of your heart.
You can't look up and meet his eye,
You don't know what to say
When a hand is on your shoulder in a
way.
Oh, this world's a curious compound
With its honey and its gall,
Its cares and bitter crosses -
But it's a good world after all.
And a good God must have made it,
Leastwise that is what I say










by Pastor Richard Wurmband
"The 'Early Church' in all its
beauty, sacrifice and dedication
has come alive again in the corh-
munist lands.
"While our Lord Jesus Christ
agonized in prayer in the Garden
of Gethsemane, Peter, James and
John were a mere stone's throw
away from the greatest drama of
history - but they were deep in
sleep.
"Behind the walls of the Iron
Curtain the drama, bravery and
martyrcom of the Early Church is
happening all over again - now -
and the free Church sleeps.
"Our brethren there - alone and
without help - are waging the
greatest, most courageous battle
of the twentieth century, equal to
the heroism, bravery and dedica•
tion of the Early (lurch. And the
free Church sleeps on oblivious of
their struggle and agony, just as
Peter, James and John slept in the
moment of their Saviour's agony.
"Will you also sleep while the
Underground Church, your breth-
ren in Christ, suffer and fight alone
for the Gospel"
The coming of Richard Murm-
brand to Louisville was a great
spiritual event for all of us and
especially for the Christian Herit-
age movement. In this season
when we think afresh of the Migh-
ty Power of the Resurrection of the
Lord Jesus Christ, we know that
the Lord is at work in Communist
countries and the evidence of His
work is the fact of the "Under-
ground Church" confirmed in the
Soviet press and American news
media.
The heroism and sacrifices of
these "underground Christians" is
almost beyond description. These





man, about man's ideas, aspira-
tions, and achievements, and about
the world, heavens, and universe
has been the concern of scholars in
all ages. This knowledge, painstak-
ingly acquired and accummulated,
has been preserved in hundreds of
thousands of books and manu-
scripts in various parts of the
world. Selecting information from
this vast store of knowledge and
making it readily accessible is the
primary function of a well-planned
library.
Listed below are some of the
books at this well-planned library:
THE DEATH OF A PRESI-
DENT, by William Manchester.
This is a powerful narrative, which
in the opinion of the publisher, is
both a significant contribution to
history and an eminent literary
achievement.
THE PFPER ON THE MOUN-
TAIN, by Ellis Peters. This my-
stery writer par excellence, turns
her considerable talents to the ro-
Connell-
Rowlett
mantic-suspense novel and comes
up with a winner in The Piper On
The Mountain.
THE LIFE OF IAN FLEMING,
by John Pearson. Was Ian Flem-
ing James Bond? Many think so.
Certainly, the super-hero and his
creator had similarities—an aristo-
cratic background, sophisticated
tastes, a fatal appeal to women,
etc.
JOURNEY THROUGH THE
HOLY LAND, by Betty Hartman
Wolf. A delightful guide to the Holy
Land for armchair as well as for
real travelers.
CRAGSMOOR, by Jennette Let-
ton. Cragsrnoor, a turreted Victor-
ian mansion, perches high on •
rocky promontory on an island off
the Maine coast, with a grey surf
pounding below and a sinister heri-
tage, the secrets of which threaten
its four inhabitants.
THE GREAT ROGUE, by Paul
Lewis. In this colorful and com-
prehensive full length portrait,
Lewis tells the dramatic story of
Captain John Smith, one of the
most extraordinary men of the Re-
naissance, and in a sense, the first
American.
MIRACLE AT PHILADELPHIA,
by Catherine Drinker Bowen. 'This
book tells the story of the stormy,
brilliant session of 1787 in Phila-
delphia which saw the birth of the
Constitution of the United States.
THE OLD CALLAHAN PLACE,
by Elizabeth Corbett. If houses
coukl talk, what a story this one
would tell! The old Callahan Place
had seen a deal of living.
ENEMY AND BROTHER, by
Dorothy Salisbury Davis. This re-
markable novel tells a story of in-
trigue in Greece—the story of a
dangerous search for justice.
HOWARD HUGHES, by John
Keats. Not only is this a marvel-
ously readable book about a fasci-
nating man who has become a
legend in his own time—but it is
the first book about the controver-
sial Mr. Hughes.
THE COTSWOLDS, by Charles
and Mary Hadfield. The prosperity
of the Cotswolds belongs to the past
and to the present. That is why it
is such a cheerful part of England
to visit or to live in.
INDIAN DANCING AND COS-
TUMES, by William K. Powers.
You don't have to be an Indian to
enjoy the fascinating hobby of In-
dian dancing. You can learn and
participate in Indian dancing in a
"costume" consisting of gym
clothes and sneakers.
BEYOND THE MOUNTAINS, by
Alexander Ramati. In this tale of
perilous flight, the author has
crafted not only a dramatic novel
of taut suspense, but also a won-
derfully sensitive rendering of hu-
man relationships.
HOW MAN DISCOVERED HIS
BODY, by Sarah R. Riedman.
Here is a fast-moving and fascinat-
ing account of the history of physio-
logy, written by an authority in the
field, in terms that children can
easily understand.
PRESCRIPTION FOR LIFE, by
M. F. Graham, M. D. A concise,
authoritative guide to the import-
anc(' of exercise in the prevention
of heart attacks and the promotion
of a longer, healthier life.
KILLER DOLPHIN, by Ngaio
Here is a longer, craftier, more
compelling story than Ngaio Marsh
has ever written. She is the author
of many exciting novels which
have established her as a master of
the detective mystery.
Provide good books within your
home,
For blessings flow from every
tone;
Lasting treasures will accrue
To yours and generations new.
Turning Back The Clock
April 18, 1947
Buel Warren and his son, Mancel Warren, became
the owners of the DeMyer Jewelry Company on April
14, when they closed a deal with Leon Hutchens, who
has been owner and operator of the Lake Street store.
The Warrens will operate both the Walnut Street store
and the store at 324 Lake Street. They operated jewelry
stores in Illinois before coming to Fulton. William War-
ren, brother of Mancel, will assist them in the operation
of the local stores.
Thomas Wilber, driver of a 266 taxi owned by Neal
Looney of Fulton, was seriously injured Sunday night,
April 13, when his car was struck by a truck and turned
over in Union City. He was taken to the Union City
Clinic.
The Fulton Chicks started the spring practice ses-
sions at Fairfield Park this week in preparation for their
pennant race in the Kitty League this season. An exhi-
bition game will be played here Sunday afternoon with
the Burlington, Iowa, Indians, who are now training at
the Union City park. Players now here include Mike
Tansey, outfielder, Memphis; Hubert Sidle, pitcher,
Olive Branch, Miss.; Wayne Lynch, pitcher, Upland,
Ind.; Nicholas Huck, pitcher, St. Genevieve, Mo.; Larry
Workman, Louisville; Tony Auletta outfielder, Brook-
lyn, N. Y.; Pete Peterson, outfielder, Fulton; Harold
Seawright, outfielder, Cairo, Ill.; Tommie Buck, infield-
er, Houston, Texas; William J. Propst, Jr., outfielder,
Louisa, Ky.; Newt Secrest, catcher, Milwaukee; Edward
Engel, pitcher, Meeker, Okla.; Lloyd Eldridge, pitcher,
Chattanooga; Roy Caisser, Jr., pitcher, Margerum, Ala.;
Barney Cunningham, pitcher, Medon, Tenn.; Elmer
Grey, second base, Pittsburg; Joe Lis, catcher. r),,troit;
Harold Brown, pitcher, Chattanooga; Rosey Rhodes,
shortstop Linder, Tenn.
Mrs. Jewell Foster, formerly of Water Valley, Ky.,
was married April 10 in San Diego, California, to Char-
les E. Avery. Mr. Avery is an employee of the Santa Fe
Railroad. They will make their home in Bakersfield,
Calif.
Following the usual custom in recent years, most of
Fulton's stores will observe a half-holiday during the
summer months of May, June, July, August and Sep-
tember, it was announced this week by the Chamber of
Commerce. Wednesday afternoon, May 7, will be the
first afternoon that local business firms will close.
The spirit of progress marches on in South Fulton.
Next on program on the southside will be the project to
grade, drain and surface streets. The City of South Ful-
ton will float $80,000 in bonds with which to carry on
the project to improve city streets.
Thirty-eight fifth graders from the South Fulton
school visited various business establishments in Union
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Q—When will I get my tax forms
in the mail?
A—Distribution of the 1966 tax
forms was to be completed early
in January.
Forms will also be available at
IRS offices as well as many banks
and post offices.
Q—Is a Social Security pension
taxable?
A—No it is not.
Q—I worked last summer to
earn money for college but made
less than $600. How can I get back
what was withheld from my pay
for income tax?
A—File an income tax return to
obtain a refund of any income tax
which was withheld from your
wages.
The card Form 1040A may be the
best, as well as the easiest, for you
to use. Don't forget to put your So-
cial Security number on the return
and attach your W-2 Form. The
W-2 shows how much was hithheld.
Q—Has there been any change in
the income tax rates for 1966?
A—No. An individual's income
for 1966 is taxed at the same rates
in effect the preceding year.
Q—When can I expect to get my
W-2 from my employer!
A—Employers are required to
issue Form W-2 by the end of Jan-
uary but many do so earlier.
Q—Can anyone use the figures
for state gas tax deductions that






Phone 472-1501 Fulton, Ky.
are given in the 1940 instruction
booklet?
A—These figures are provided as
a convenience for those taxpayers
who deduct state gasoline tax when
they itemize deductions. If you are
entitled to claim this deduction
then you may use the table instead
of doing the calculations yourself.
Q—If my wife and I file separate-
ly instead of jointly, can one item-
ize while the other uses the stand-
ard deduction?
A—No. Married couples filing
separate re'arns must handle their
expenses the same way. If one
itemizes the other must too.
Married couples filing separately
must also take the same type of
standard deduction. If one takes
the minimum standard deduction
they both must take it.
Q—Are you going to offer tax as-
sistance over the phone again
this year?
A—Yes. Check the local phone
directory for the number to call.
Q—Does the law now require me
to file my return with an IRS ser-
vice center?
A — A new law authorizes the
Secretary of Treasury to make
such a request but it will not be
required for 1966 returns. Check
your 1040 instructions for the ad-
dress of the office to which tax re-
turns are to be sent.
Note that in some states, tax-
payers are offered the option of
mailing returns calling for a re-
fund direct to a service center.
Even in these states this is not a
requirement but offered as a
means to help speed up refunds
and reduce processing costs.
Q—How does the minimum stan-
dard deduction work?
A—The deduction amosants to
$200 plus $100 for each exemption
taken on the return including those
for age and blindness. For married
couples filing separately, the de-
duction is $100 plus $100 for each
exemption. The maximum that
may be claimed by those using this
deduction is $1,000 but it is limited
to $500 when a married taxpayer
files a separate return.
A married couple with two chil-
dren as dependents would be en-
titled to a $600 deduction when this











$4" $1"4/5 QT. In FT.
Kentucky Straight Bourbon. 90 Proof & 100 Proof BotWed-In-Bond.
Y•llowstone Distillery Co.. Louisville, Kentucky.
•
And save up to 35%
over person-to-person.
Start from the beginning., start by
dialing "1". Then the area code, if it's
different from your own. Then the
phone number of the person you're
calling. That's all there is to dialing
station-to-station Long Distance calls direct.
Can you think of an easier way to
save up to 35% every time you make
a Long Distance call?
Southern Bell
•
1THE NEWS welcomes expressions from its readers. Such Itemsmust be signed but name will be omitted from publication if re-quested. Letters To The Editor
Dear Mrs. Westpheling: _
I always enjoy reading the Ful-
ton News except there is seldom an
issue of same hut it relates the
passing away of some person I
knew many years ago.
Am anxious to attend one of those
Banana Festivals and had hoped to
this summer but Vera and I may
go on another overseas trip. We
have not been to Clinton or Fulton
in over two years and am getting
anxious to visit a bit in both; also
Hickman.
I feel very sure that your paper
has not made mention of a former
Fulton boy becoming President of
one of the largest Banks in Ken-
tucky and I speak of Innes W. Dob-
bins, Jr. who lived in Fulton many
years with his parents and I think
attended High School there. Louis
and Leslie Weaks and many others
will remember him and his par-
ents.
Our bank does business with his
Bank and I have kept in touch with
him of course and I enclose one of
his Bank Statements. It could be
that I failed to see some mention
you made of same and if not it will
be of interest and this happened in
early part of the year - he has





(Ed's note): Dobbins is presi-
dent of the Liberty National Bank
and Trust Company, Lmisville.
This bank is capitalized at over $4
million, has a surplus of nearly $8
million, undivided profits of over
$2 million, deposits of $189 million




The Fulton County News
Fulton, Kentucky
,pear Mrs. Westpheling:
The pictures of the old Meadows
Hotel and Lake Street gave me
such unexpected pleasure that I
must thank you. I had wished for
quite a long time that pictures of
some of the old land-marks might
appear in your paper, which I look
forward to every week, and these
seem like a wish granted.
The Meadows Hotel recalls fond
memories of Paris Drug Company
(telephone 95) and May D. and B.
Noble Gueclry, who lived there
about sixty years ago, which is a
long time.
I was day dreaming about this
while working on a white satin for-
mal for a Cherry Blosscan princess
from Kentucky, a Miss Cooper, and
so I decided to write a few words
of appreciation for all the news and
interesting aoticles that I enjoy.
Sincerely yours,
Mary Whitehead Sherman
1727 P St. N. W.
ported on the return was under
96,000 then this method would be
more to the couple's advantage
than the standard deduction.
Q—I've heard that one of the tax
benefits for older people is to be
able to sell your home at a profit
and not be taxed on that money. Is
that true?
A — Yes it is if certain condi-
tions are met. You will not have
to pay tax on the profit if you were
65 or older before the date of the
sale, the adjusted sales price was
$20,000 or less, and you owned and
occupied the house as your princi-
pal residence for at least 5 of the
8 years before the sale.
If you sold the -house for over
$20,000 and the other conditions are
met, then only a portion of the pro-
fit will be taxable.
Gain excluded under this pro-
vision of law can be elected only
once.
This benefit is expalined in the
booklet, Tax Benefits for Older
Americans, Document No. 5569.
For a free copy, drop a post card
to your IRS district director.
Careful habits will often save
somebody's life, and the interesting















Dear Jo; Mrs. Editor:
You are very busy I know, Mary
Nelle Wright sends articles from
your paper. Good luck with your
Culture Center and 175th Kentucky
celebration!
My all conpuming interest since
last July has been geneological re-
search on our family.
It seems they all came‘from the
Fulton area.
I have come to a complete stand
still on some. Do you suppose your
readers might write to me con-
cerning some of them??
Need parents of:
John Thomas B. Roberts
Born co 1781 Va.






Born Feb. 5, 1799, _
Died August 14, 1865.
--
Sara Anise Kirk
Born April 5, 1798









Born 1825, June 14, S. C.
Died Sept. 2, 1879 Fulton
If I could find any clues I would
be able to do further research at
the Archives in Nashville, Tennes-
see.




(Mrs. Thomas Ogden B. )
Attends Extra Week
University of Kentucky Prestons-
burg Community College will ex-
tend their semester calendar this
year until May 12, a week longer
than other UK colleges.
Officials at the college said that
because of resent flooding in the
area, the school was compelled to
close for several days. The UK
campus at Lexington and the eight
other community colleges will close
officially on Saturday, May 6, ob-
serving final examinations the
week of May 1.
ORION COUNTY
Joe Martin, County Agent
Union City, Tenn.
298 FEEDER CALVES SOLD
Last Tuesday the ()Won County
Livestock Associatio.. sold in their
annual spring feeder calf sale 298
feeder calves for $36,844.40 for an
average of $123.64 per calf. The
top selling pen consisted of six 400
lb. goad Angus steers selling for
27.75 per cwt to Stahl Livestock
Farm at Trenton, Kentucky.
The good grade steers ranged
from 27.75 per cut to 23.60; med-
ium steers 23.00 to 26.60; choice
heifers 21.75 to 22.75; good Heifers
21.20 to 23.40 and medium heifers
20.50 to 23.50. A good crowd was
present for the sale with the bulk
of the calves selling to local order
buyers except for a large part of
the steers being purchased by
Stohl Livestock Farm, Trenton,
Kentucky. Buyers were present at
the sale from Indiana, Illinois,
Kentucky and Tennessee.
LICE ON WHEAT
During the past week we crave re-
ceived a number of calls in regards
to green bugs, better known as
aphids or lice damaging wheat. In
most instances only a small area
in a field has been damaged by the
aphids, but in a number of fields
it has been necessary to use insec-
ticides to control the aphids. The
insect has been favored by a mild
winter and a cool spring. Injury is
characterized by oranging foliage
and ultimate death of the plant. A
few green bugs scattered over a
field will not cause damage; but,
if greenbugs are running 50 to 100
per liner foot or row, they should
be watched closely. With warm dry
weather beneficial insects such as
lady bugs and weather changes can
check infestations. If control mea-
sures become necessary, our re-
commendation is either Methyl or
Ethyl Parathior applied by plane.
FARM DATES TO REMEMBER
April 18 - Feeder Pig Sale - Lex-
ington.
April 19 - Feeder Pig Sale
Brownsville.
April 25 - Pecan Grafting Demon-
stration - Hornbeak.
A criminal is a criminal whether
he is rich or poor and regardless of
what society failed to do for him
when he was young.
Save 25% of your fuel.
Have 6 inches of Fiber Glass
insulation blown in your attic.
TWIN CITY HOME
IMPROVEMENT CO.
400 Main Bill Taylor
PHONE 472.1997




FT. DIX, N. J.—Army Private
Frankie 0. Bramlett, 19, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank M. Bramlett,
1005 Russell St., Union City, Tenn.,
completed a six-week general sup-
ply couise at Ft. Dix, N. J., March
24.
He was trained in maintaining
stock records for the receipt and
issue of supplies and materials. He
also learned typing and general
administration procedures and
storing of yarious Army supplies.
His wife, Judy, lives on Route 1,
Hickman, Ky.
CHOLON, VIETNAM — Army
Specialist Five Alfonzo Waters, 24,
son of Mrs. Martha J. Shepherd,
423 Cedar St., Fulton, Ky., and
other members of the 506th Field
Depot's 79th Maintenance Battalion
at Chokm, Veitnam, are operating
one of the 'largest "fix-it shops" in
Vietnam.
He and the other men of the 1st
Logistical Command's "fix-it" bat-
talion, repair just about any piece
of equipment a soldier uses—from
shoes and clothes to the weapons
he fires and the vehicles he drives.
The battalion keeps over 12,000
vehicles rolling for the United
States and Free World Forces in
Vietnam's III and IV Corps areas.
In addition, the unit repairs more
than 2\100 office machines, 2,800
radio-electronic sets and about 4,000
weapons each month.
Spec. Waters is a turret mechan-
ic assigned to the battalion's 553rd
Heavy Equipment Maintenance
Company.
His wife, Willie, lives at 510
Vine St., Fulton.
Donald L. Rice, son of Mr. and
Mrs. C. B. Rice of Route 1, Hick-
man, Ky., has been commissioned
a second lieutenant in the U. S.
Air Force upon graduation from
Officer Training School (OTS) at
Lackland AFB, Tex.
Lieuterant Rice, selected for OTS
through competitive examination,
is being assigned to Tinker AFB,
Okla., for training and duty. Ht
will be in the Air Force Logistics
Command which keeps USAF units
at home and overseas supplied and
equipped for immediate action any-
where in the world.
The lieutenant, a graduate of
Fulton County High School, re-
ceived a B. S. degree in accounting
in 1966 from Western Kentucky
State College, Bowling Green.
Complete Roof
Planned Protection





Headquarters for The TOUGH BREED OF TIRES'
Charlie Scales Store
Highway 51, North Fulton
PHONE 472-3531
Call us for FAST, EFFICIENT
ON-THE-FARM
TIRE SERVICE!
14.060..Wien fix your tire on th• spot
DON'T LOSE VALUABLE WORKING TIME
••••••C INWIMMENSi
$2466
Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Price for the Camaro Sport
Coupe with the Standard Six. This Camaro shown has at extra
cost hood stnpe. $14.75: style torn group. 340.05. wheel covers.
$21.10: and whitewall tires, 831.35. All prices include Federel
Excise Tax and suggested dealer delivery and handling ch•rg•
(transportation charges. accessories, other optional equipment.
state and local taxes additional).
moves you up to the head of the class. Camaro,
the sportiest looking and acting: lower, wider, heavier than any other
car at the price. With the biggest Six, the widest stance, the
roomiest interior. Drive it at your Chevrolet dealer's
and see. You get more than your money's worth.
Compare CAMARO
and learn why it gives you that are fooling
l'agc 1 The Fulton News, Thursday, April 13, 1967
Suzanne Freeman Engaged To Wed
William Leneave III In June
Miss Suzanne Freeman
Mr. and Mrs. William Wade
Freeman of Martin, Tennessee an-
nounce The engagement of their
daughter, Suzanne, to Mr. William
Alexander Leneave, III of Fulton
and Memphis, Tennessee.
Miss Freeman is the granddaugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. 0. J. Hoffman
of Martin and of Mrs. A. J. Ruck-
er of Gleason, Tennessee. She at-
tended the University of Tennessee.
At present, 'Miss Freeman is a
Delta Airline stewardess, based in
Memphis.
Mr. Leneave, the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Alex Leneave of Fulton, is a
graduate of Southwestern at Mem-
phis and is a member of the Alpha
Tau Omega fraternity. He has be-
gun his doctoral program in mole-
cular pathology at the University
of Tennessee Medical School under
a National Institute of Health
grant.
The couple will marry on June 24
at the First Methodist Church,
Martin, Tennessee.
Classes On Interior Decorating Will
Begin April 27 At The Womans Club
It has been necessary to change
the starting date of the "Interior
Decorating" classes for adults to
be conducted in Fulton. Instead of
April 18, the starting date will be
Thursday, April 27.
Classes will be held from 6:30
p. m. to 9 p. In. in the Fulton Wo-
man's Club Building each Tuesday
and Thursday night for four weeks.
Classes are sponsored by Tilgh-
man Area Vocational School and
the Fulton Chamber of Commerce.
Anyone in the area interested in
the techniques of Interior Decorat-
ing may attend. It will be especial-
ly helpful for those selling home
furnishings, paint, floor and wall
coverings and accessories, as well
as for the homemaker. The instruc-
tor will be Mrs. Lois Sawyer of
Sherwin-Williams Paint Company
in Paducah.
The cost of the entire course is
$3.00 registration. Any person in-
terested in enrolling should call
the Fulton Chamber of Commerce,
phone 472-2961, as soon as possible.
A Certificate of Achievement will
be awarded each person who suc-
cessfully completes the course.
Honor Roll Named
At South Fulton
The seventh six-weeks honor roll
for South Fulton Elementary stu-
dents, released by K. M. Winson,
Extra copies of the News


























 RAY'S SANDWICH SHOP
principal, is as follows:
Eighth Grade - All A's - Denise
Coleman, Jackie Hollie, Gary Jet-
ton, Tommy Taylor; 2.5 standing -
Lynn Covey, Brenda Cruce, De-
obrah Hodges, Johnny Irvin, Mike
McKinney, Edie Maynard, Judy
Powell; David Puckett.
Seventh Grade - All A's - James
Johnson, David Newton, Michael
Milner, Patty Parrish, Dale Yates;
3.5 standing - David Holman, Larry
Jamison, Lionel McCollum, Robert
Powell, Dale Townsend,
Sixth Grade - All A's - Dan Cun-
ningham, Lewis (Bill) Gray, Marl-
ton, Tommy Taylor; 3.5 standing -
Bondurant, Robert Burrow, Donald
Crews, Deborah Dedmon, Cathy
McKinney, Carol Nabors, Lynn
Powell, Phillip Puckett, Rannah
Wheeler, Phillip Wiley, Bob Win-
ston.
RAY'S SANDWICH SHOP
YES WE ARE OPEN ON
OPEN
4:P. M. SUNDAY 
CLOSE
10: P. M.
We Invite The Young Folks And Family
Groups To Dine With US.




















South Fulton Grid Stars
Sign College Grants-in-Aid
Greg Hamilton, South Fulton sen-
ior and star football player, has re-
ceived a grid scholarship to Western
Carolina college in North Carolina, it
was announced this week.
A teammate, Charles Pennington,
has already signed a grant-in-aid with
the University of Tennessee, Martin,
80-Unit Holiday Inn
In Downtown Mayfield
An 80-unit Holiday Inn Motel to
be built at Mayfield in no way affects
the plans for building a similar motel
in Fulton, one of the prime organizers
for the local venture told the News on
Wednesday. "We were aware that such
a facility was planned at Mayfield
also," he said.
"With the increased traffic anti-
cipated as a result of the Purchase
Parkway, both motels will be utilized
to good advantage for this area," he
added.
The Mayfield motel, the chain's
first in Mayfield, will be erected on a
five-acre plot at the intersection of the
Mayfield bypass and Kentucky 121.
The site is a mile and one-half from
the downtown shopping district.
The Fulton Holiday Inn is planned
near the parkway interchange on
Highway 51. Date of construction is
still indefinite at this time the News
was informed.
_Mayfield Motel Corporation of
Merri"pihis, Tenn., will operate the motel
,under j a franchise agreement with
Mayfie-ld Holiday Inns, Inc.
Construction of the two story
structure is to begin within 30 day,
with completion expected in August.
Approximately 50 local people
will be employed when the motel is
opened. The annual payroll is expected
to be about $90,000.
Facilities to be included in the
Mayfield motel are: parking for 120
cars, a restaurant to accomodate 150
persons, a coffee shop, facilities for
meetings with up to 100 people, and
the usual Holiday Inn conveniences —
swimming pool, air conditioning, wait.
to-wall carpeting, televisions in every'
room, etc.
Blaylock Bas Top Rank
P. D. Blaylock, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Blaylock of South Fulton,
attained a perfect 4.0 average this past
quarter at the University of Tennessee
in Martin. He is leading his class
academically.
Blaylock is a junior in pre-med, a
-member of PiKA fraternity and has
been named one of the six "campus
leaders" in the student body of 3000.
Woodburn Man Charged
For Forging Prescription
Charles Oscar Hutcheson, Route
1 Woodburn, was arrested in Fulton
last Tuesday on a warrant charging
him with obtaining, or attempting to
obtain, amphetamine by forging or al-
tering a prescription.
Hutcheson, an engineer with
Young Engineering Co. of Clarksville,
Tenn., is in the Fulton area working on
the Purchase Parkway.
Fulton Police Chief Richard My-
att said a local store had tipped him
that Hutcheson reportedly was forging
a doctor's name to a prescription.
Hutcheson waived preliminary
hearing in Fulton City Court and was
bound to the grand jury.
He is presently in the Fulton jail
under $1,000 bond set by City Judge
Don Hill.
Dunn Named PTA President
At the regular meeting last Fri-
day night of the South Fulton PTA,
Henry Dunn, Jr., city manager of
South Fulton, was installed as presi-
dent.
Other officers for the coming year
are: Harold Henderson, first vice pres-
ident; Ed Neeley, second vice presi-
dent; Guy Finch, third vice president;
Mrs. Richard Bodker, secretary; Mrs.
Frank Barber, Treasurer.
Rev. Kitterman Named President
At the meeting of the South Ful-
ton Civitan Club last Thursday night,
April 6, Rev. W. W. Kitterman, pastor
of the Cumberland Presbyterian
Church, was elected president.
Other officers elected were: Van
Latta, vice-president; Finis Vancil,
secretary; Floyd Martin, treasurer;
John Jackson, sergeant-at-arms; Tom
Wade, chaplain; Jones Gamblin, Mer-




Cheryl Lynn Menees, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James C. (Buck)
Menees of Cayce was today named
valedictorian of the 1967 graduat-
ing class of Fulton County High
School by Principal Harold Gar-
rison at Hickman. Her scholastic
average for seven semesters was
97.76.
Salutatory honors went to Wil-
liam (Bill) Craddock, son of Mrs.
Lillian Cradock, Hickman, Route
1. His average was 97.14.
Besides the Valedictorian and
Salutatorian, 10 other members of
the class were announced as honor
graduates.
Honor graduates, their standings
and colleges they plan to enter in
the fall are: Mike Major, 97.100,
University of Kentucky; Nancy
Sanger, 96.6, Mississippi State Col-
lege for Women; Waudell Yarbro,
96.9, Naval Academy; Sara Donna
Fleming, 95.4, Bill Morrison, 93.132,
Memphis State, John Owen Flem-
ing, 93.028, Murray State Univer-
sity, Jimmy Amberg, 92.44, Univer-
sity of Kentucky, Jeanne Kyle,
92.185, University of Tennessee,
Martin; Jane Johnson, 91375, Uni-
versity of Kentucky; Mike Eth-
ridge, 91.114, Murray State Univer-
sity,
Frank Robinson is comeback
athlete of year.
Senate study critical of U. S.
arms sales.





Mary Nelle Wright, Fulton Coun-
ty chairman for Kentucky's 175th
anniversary celebration, has start-
ed a radio series of biographies of
prominent residents of Fulton
County of the early 1900's. The pro-
gram is aired each Tuesday morn-
ing over WFUL at 9:30.
ON DEAN'S LIST!
Dr. John W. Oswald, president of
the University of Kentucky, has an-
nounced that Martha Lee DeMyer,
daughter of Mayor and Mrs. Gil-
bert DeMyer, and Sara Jane Poe,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. J. A.
Poe, have been named to the
Dean's List at the University for
outstanding records achieved dur-
ing the most recent semester.
There is nothing new under the
sun except teh eexperience that is




Funeral services for Mrs. Jim
Hepler were held Thursday, April
6, in White-Ranson Funeral Home
in Union City, with burial in Popu-
lar Grove Cemetery,
Mrs. Hepler, 72, was the former
Miss Cora Couch. She died April 6
in the Obion County General Hos-
pital at Union City.
Surviving are her husband and
four sons, James, Billy and Gerald,
Attention - Hog Producers
Have you tried the new low cost Wayne
Pig Starting Program?
Would you like to produce a 501b. pig in 8 to 9
weeks on only $2.76 worth of Starter?
We would like for you to try this new program
and let us weigh your pigs at 8 to 9 weeks to prove
what this amazing new starting program will do
for your pigs.
Free Free Free
1 Pig Trough Free with each 5 lb. bag of Iron.
This offer expires April 29, 1967.
A. C. Butts & Sons Feed DM
FULTON, KY.
all of near Hickman and Wilson of
near Union City; one brother, Mar-
cus Couch of near Hickman, and
two sisters, Mrs. Almus Cox of
near Fulton and Mrs. Howard Lo-
gan of Tullahoma, Tenn.
Edward L. Stevens
Funeral services for Edward
Lewis Stevens were held Thursday,
April 6, in White-Ranson Funeral
Chapel in Union City, with Rev.
King Dickerson officiating, assist-
ed by Rev. R. C. Ross. Burial was
in Obion County Memorial Gard-
ens.
Mr. Stevens, 64, an extensive
land-owner, lived on the Fulton-
Union City Highway. He suffered
a heart attack while operating a
tractor on one of his farms near
McConnell on April 4.
He was a native of Tipton Coun-
ty and served in the United States
Navy during World War II .He was
a member of the Methodist Church
and of the Al Chymia .Temple in
Memphis, being a 32nd degree Ma-
son.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Wil-
ma White Stevens; two sons,
James Edward and Charles Stev-
ens, both in college; one brother,
Malcolm Stevens of Mineral Wells,
Texas, and two sisters, Mrs. W. B.
Ervin of Terming, Texas, and Mrs.
Gale Snell of Lansing, Ill.
Mrs. Alton Roberson
Mrs. Alton M. Roberson, of 836
Fairview Avenue in Fulton, died
suddenly on April 7, following a
heart attack at her home.
Funeral services were held Sun-
day, April 9, in Whitnel Funeral
Home chapel, with Rev. Henry
Hanna, pastor of the Fulton First
Christ Church. officiating. Burial
was in Greenlea Cemetery.
Mrs. Roberson, el, was the for-
mer Miss Emma Lieu Finch, the
daughter of the late V. R. and Lola
Drysdale Finch, and was born in
Fulton. She was a member of the
First Christian Church and had
taught a Sunday School class for
many years. She was a poet and
had Numerous poems published.
In addition to her husband she is
survived by one daughter, Mrs.
James B. Adams of South Fulton;
two brothers, Rex Finch of St.
Louis and Lawton Finch of Merkel,
Texas; two sisters, Mrs. Norman
James of Detroit and Mrs. Dot
Bennett of Oklahoma City, three
grandchildren and several nieces
and nephews.
Hubert A. Yates
Funeral services for Hubert A.
Yates were held in the Church of
the Hills in Forest Lawn Hollywood
Hills Memorial Park, California on
April 6, with Rev. Eugene E. Golay,
pastor of the North Glendale
Methodist Church in Glendale,
California, officiating.
Mr. Yates, 69, died April 3 in La
Crescents, Calif., following an ill-
ness of several months. He was
born in Water Valley, Kentucky,
and had lived in California for a
number of years. He was married
to the former Miss Mary Austin of
Water Valley.
Among the songs played by the
organist, Richard Slater, at the
funeral was "My Old Kentucky
Home."
In addition to his wife, he is sur-
vived by one daughter, Mrs.
Amelia Jo Seastrom ,and her sons
Wesley, 12, and Craig, 10; one sis-
ter, .Mrs. Ruby Winslow of Wingo.
and four brothers, including Carl
Yates of Water Valley.
Edward C. Cook
Edward Cleveland (Ed) Cook
died suddenly April 10 at his home,
ns Church Street, in South Fulton.
Funeral services were held in
Horribeak Funeral Home chapel on
Tuesday afternoon, April 11, with
Rev. Homer Johns, pastor of the
First Methodist Church, officiating
Burial will be in Pleasant View
Memorial Gardens, north of Ful-
ton.
Mr. Cook, 81, was born in Graves
County, the son of the late George
W. and Zula Parton Cook.  He was
married to Miss Ola Wilson in 1907
in Graves County and they have
lived in South Fulton 35 years. He
was a member of the First Metho-
dist Church and was a retired
carpenter.
Surviving are his wife; four dau-
ghters. Mrs. Jack Speight and Mrs.
Mac Weaks of Fulton; Mrs. Frey
Drewry of Winchester, Tenn., and
Mrs. A. N. Nicholson of Paducah;
five grandchildren, Donald Mac
Speight of Alton, Ill., Mrs. Ophelia
Lockhart of Louisville, Jerry Mac
Weaks, a student at the University
of Kentucky. Ann Peterson of Mont-
gomery, Ala., and Alan Drewry of
Sewartee Military Academy; one
sister, Mrs. Lena Simpson of May-
field; three brothers, Doris Cook of
Mayfield, Marshall Cook of Tn.
City and Dumas Cook of Lynville,
and one great grandchild, ('art






DO YOU ENJOY TINKERING?
 1
ARE YOU INTERESTING IN WHAT MAKES
THINGS TICK?
ARE NEW AND DIFFERENT THINGS EXCITING
TO YOU?
Or, DO YOU SEE YOUR SON AS SOME DAY
BEING A GREAT RESEARCH SCIENTIST?
If you are the particular person I'm looking for,
then Southern Bell has on our booklet rack for you:
The Transistor Age
What It Means To Be A Research Scientist
Our Mr. Sun
The Telephone In America
The Telephone System Of The Future
Research And Development In The Bell System
Coaxial Cable
The Magic Of Your Telephone
Dimensions In Communications—Engineering,
Science, and Mathematics
Ten Men And The Teletohone
How The Telephone Works
Communications Services.--Anytown
Overseas Telephone Service
Radio Relay—Communications By Microwave
Voices Around The World
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Cindy Homra Named
To Girls Slate
Cindy Homra, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Homra, has been
selected by the Faculty of Fulton
High School to attend Girls' State
at Transylvania College in Lexing-
ton, Ky., June 19-24, sponsored by
the Auxiliary of Marshall Alex-
ander American Legion Post No.
72. Jane Subtette was named alter-
nate.
Cindy, 16, a junior at Fulton
High, was selected on qualifica-
tions of leadership, character,
honesty, cooperativeness, courage
and scholarship.
She is an honor roll student, a
cheerleader, member of the Honor
Society, Kennel Staff, Future
Homemakers of America officer,
member of Quill and Scroll, Future
Teachers Association and an of-
ficer in the EWiorettes. She was
Junior Class Soil Conservation
Essay contest winner for Fulton
County and received the gold cer-
tificate at the Paducah Music Fes-
tival for three consecutive Superior
ratings. She is a member of the
First Methodist Church, secretary-
treasurer of her Sunday School
class and a district officer in the
MY?.
Girls' State. sponsored annually
by the American Legion Auxiliary,
is for the purpose of bringing to
girls in Kentucky a knowledge of
the fundamental principles and
functions of American government
through actual participation in
election of officers and carrying
out their duties as citizens or of-
ficials. The program consists of
practical experience in running for
and holding office and talks on
government by qualified persons.
Talent night and a political rally
are among the highlights.
Garrison Named
Harold Garrison, Fulton County
High school principal for the past
three years, was named superin-
tendent of Fulton County Schools,
at the regular meeting of the
County Board of Education last
week.
Garrison, a native of Hickman,
succeeds J. L. Barnett, who is re-
tiring as Superintendent, but who
will remain in the system in an ad-
ministrative capacity. Mr. Barnett
has been superintendent for the
past four years and has been in the
county system for 31 years.
HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients in
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
April 12:
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Mrs. Lindsey Crumble, Mrs. Ern-
est Hill, Dewey Newsom, Mrs. Al-
bert Moss, Thurman Evans, Mrs.
Rufus Waters, Mrs. Florence Knigh-
ton, Fulton; Paul Wade, Mrs. Rosa
Allred, Milton C'ounce, South Ful-
ton; Bryant Bondurant, Mrs. Alvin
Ray Smith, Route 4, Fulton; Mrs.
Donald Walters, Route 4, Hickman:
Miss Maud Sisson, Dukedom; J. W.
Covington, Hornbeak; Earl Wray,
Pilot Oak; Mrs. Leon Jones, Union
City; Mrs. James Vaden, Padu-
cah.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. Elinor Russell, Lowell
New, Mrs. Bertie Howard, Richard
Browder, Tim Fields, Bennett
Wheeler, Mrs. Mary Sensing, Guy
Fry, Fulton; Judy Liliker, Mrs.
Bob Suggs, Mrs. Geneva Cavitt,
Mrs. Anna Hardy, Mrs. Edd
Neeley, South Fulton; Mrs. Harry
Tucker and baby, Stephen Walker,
Mrs. J. B. Barclay, Mrs. Velda
CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma-
chine and electric floor polisher
and electric vacuum cleaner. Ex-
change Furniture Co.
TV ANTENNAS: We install —
Trade-repair and move. Get our
prices. We service all makes TV.
Phone 472-3643. Roper Television.
"HELM'S HEALTHIER HEAVY
LAYERS - Forty years flock im-
provement. Contest winners - re-
cords 300 eggs. Pullorurn Clean -





Sealed bids will be received by
the Department of Highways at its
office, Frankfort, Kentucky, until
1000 A. M. Eastern Stardard Time
on the 21st day of April, 1967, at
which time bids will be publicly
opened and read for the improve-
ment of:
• FULT061 COUNTY,  ES 38-617
The Jordan-Champion (McGinnis)
Road from Ky. 239 to Ky. 781, a
distance of 1.500 miles. Bituminous
Concrete Surface Class I.
• PAYMENT FOR APRIL AND
MAY ESTIMATES ON THESE
PROJECTS MAY BE WITHHELD
UNTIL JULY 1, 1%7. SEE BID
PROPOSALS FOR DETAILS RE-
LATIVE TO WORK ORDER AND
PAYMENTS ON THESE PRO-
JECTS.
Bid and Specimen proposals for
all projects are available until 3:00
P. M. EASTERN STANDARD
TIME on the day preceding the bid
opening date at the Division of
Contract Controls at a cost of $2.00
each. Bid proposals are issued only
to prequalified contractors. Remit-
tance payable to the State Treasur-






TEN HIGH is Hiram Walker Bourbon.
True Bourbon. Great Bourbon. Sip
it slow and easy. Enjoy this exceptional
86 proof straight Bourbon whiskey.
86 PROOF • IW PROOF, BOTTLED IN BOND
HIRAM WALKER & SONS INC., PEORIA, 
ILLINOIS
Simpson, Mrs. Harold Beard, Mrs.
Beulah Ashley, Route 1, Fulton;
Mrs. Phillip Ferguson and baby,
Mrs. Dorothy Fulcher, Route 2,
Fulton; Harold Taylor, Route 3,
Fulton; J. C. Roberts, Route 4,
Fulton; Omar Owlsey, Route 5,
Fulton; Seldon P.sker, James Mc-
Clure, Mrs. Lavade McClure,
Dukedom; Mrs. Clifton Short, May-
field;, Mrs. Ora Kaler, John Ladd,
Clinton; 'Mrs. Ruth Wilkerson,
Leigh Ann Farmer, Route 1, Clin-
ton; W. D. Phillips, Route 3, Mar-
tin; Mrs. Allis Roberts, Water Val-
ley; Mrs. Herbert Walker, Route 1,
Water Valley; Mrs. Daisy Cham-
pion, Mrs. Rachel Howell, Crutch-
field; Leon Grissom, Wingo; Mrs.
Cora Clark, Route 1, Wingo; Tom-
my Murphy, Route 2, Wingo; Her-
man Wade, Route 1, Lynnville;
Luther Morrison, Mrs. Dolores
Ferguson and baby, Columbus;
Mrs. Ethel Oliver, Memphis.
People who have nothing import-
ant to do usually occupy them-
selves with something they tnihk is
iimportant.
FARM INCOME RECORD
Kentucky farm income climbed
to $760 million last year—a new all-
time high record for the state.
Farm receipts have increased by
$116 million since 1963. A goal set
by Governor Edward T. Breathitt
for Kentucky agriculture: a $1 bil-
lion annual farm Income.
UK SCIENTIST AIDS
IN VIRUS RESEARCH
A study of animal viruses attack
tog a human cell will be the focu
of a study by a University of Ken.
tucky biologist. Dr. Burton S. Glatt
man, assistant professor of ce'
biology at the UK Medical Centel
has received a $27,602 grant fror.
the Public Health Service, to begi
the three-year study.
AND
THERE ARE GRADE "A'
.ot all Grade "A" eggs are alike.
To be labeled Grade "A"
eggs must meet certain minimum requirements.
There is many an egg that can be called Grade "A?*
that just never could be a Sunnybrook Egg.
Sunnybrook Eggs.. .they're our best.
They have to be well above the minimum
or they won't make the grade with us.
Break one in a pan, notice how proud the yolk sits up.
That's the sign of a good egg...a fresh egg...
a Sunnybrook Egg.
Try Sunnybrook.
And if you ever find
just one egg that doesn't measure up,
we'll give you a dozen free.
12 for 1... that's pretty good odds.
Are Sunnybrook Eggs a good reason for shopping A&P?
They're one of many.
COPYRIGHT 0 11144, MI GREAT ATIANTIC 111 PACIFIC TEA CO.. INC. r
Orange Juice TF:itE R toRTIIRIG cus 69c
6 OZ
CTH


















(CUT-UP OR SPLIT LB. 334) WHOLE 274Fryers  
U.S.D.A. 
INSPECTED
No Limit - Norm Sold to D•olors 1411
Ground Beef (117.72'517)1- 31b. .17,re lb. 49c
Bologna (Sliced lb• 59c by the piece lb. 49c
1 / 4 Pork Loins "'"'""`""  49





NAVELSOranges__(138 SIZE) 1 5FOR59C
Strawberries.L.O.TT"31.00 Tomatoes """
JANE PARKER (SAVE 9t)
WHITE BREAD
All--`01*- 89t (2'0" )LOAVES s3.* 26t
Banana Nut Loaf 
WT IN PACK Eat u—n.
Freeze On*
Lemon Pie (SAVE 100
1-LB.10Pkg.4.7 c
  4 Coffee Cake 
DANISH PECAN RING
39 (SAVE 10t) 9-0Z. PKG.39Cr
Instant Breakfast CTN. OF 6 PKGS. 59c6 FLAVORS
Dependable Groceries!
6.5-OZ CAN 48cA&P WHIPPEDir o p in gp Just the Thial on Fresh 
Applesauce  
1-LB.49tF= CROIX 4
Towels KLEENEX DES(SIAGNIER50 2-ROLL 38cPKG. i
SailCleanser 17178 0 V E D214-oz 254CANS
Shortening WHITE BEAUTY3 LB CAN  55c
Our Own ea BagsoPF70089c
I Ns SA Tv AE N„l; SPECIALLAB  1 JARMZ  9 9cA&P CoffeeA&P.NEM
Freestone Peaches'











Non-Fat Dry -Milk 
WHITE HOUSE
12-QT. BOX  99c On Sale Now At A&P P"`75::".950:' NORTHRUP KING PACKET SEEDS
(1.L133..31.-BO.Z.6.1100zX. :301: 77c
Cheer Deterjent 






Ivory Snow Detergent. 2x*83C
Ivory Flakes Soap BOX  34
Salvo Tablet DetergentA414
.,Dreft Detergent 1-LHIF,H2(..35C






Awards & Surprize Party Ends Sat. April 15th
Redeem Winning Slips Thru Sat. April 22nd
THERE'S STILL TIME TO WIN
UP TO $1,000 IN CASH
NO PURCHASE REQUIRED TO PLAY 




























WOMENS DAY r L
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF LooRery
!rat 05 1-or. 37
14-0Z.
YOUR $1 99 CW.N11 g5GII:TIEIR VOL. 
189c 
VOLS. 2
TABLETS 7 CAN 
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• CAYCE NEWS 
UK - SCC Students
By Miss Clarke Bondurant  Publish Poetry ,
The Woman's Society of Christ-
-an Service of Cayce met in the
some of Mrs. Damon Vick, with
ighte a members and one visitor
in sent.
Mrs. Clyde Linder opened the
.neeting with prayer and Mrs. Au-
sra Burns gave the devotion.
The program; "Christian and
3uddhists" was presented by Mrs.
1ubra Burns, Mrs. Blanche Me-
lees, Mrs. Wilson Fowler, Mrs.
'lamors Vick, Mrs. Chester Wade,
Ars. James McMurry and Mrs.
t,uther Clark. "In Christ There Is
slo East Or West" was used. Pray-
was by Mrs. Aubra Burns.
The president, Mrs. Clyde Linder,
lad charge of the business meet-
.ng, with benediction by Mrs. Luth-
nt Clark. The next meeting will be
.vith Mrs. Turner PurseII.
MRS. HOMRA INSTALLED
Mrs. Bill Homra was installed as
sresident of the Terry-Norman
?TA at the regular April meeting
'ast Thursday, April 6. Other d-
icers installed were: Mrs. Charles
Vade Andrews, vice president;
Ars. Bob Craven, secretary, Mrs.
Jake Yates, treasurer. Mrs. Fred
lomra was the installing officer.








1. —Jim Martin Paints
"Tomorrow's People," a book of
poetry by students of the creative
writing class at the University of
Kentucky Southeast Community
College, is being published.
The first 500 printed copies will
go an sale about April 24. Each of
the 13 students in the class have
selected 15 representative poems
for the volume. The book is dedi-
cated to Harlan County.
Editor of the student publication
is K. D. Petry; assistant editor is
Linda Vicini. The editorial board
consists of Lilian Simpson, James
Goode, Troy Blair and Carson Han-
sel, all students at the Southeast
campus.
Mike Clark, a Berea College sen-
ior, has taken photographs of each
of the students, "attempting to
capture the spirit of the poems
and the individual poet." Action
shots were taken throughout Har-
lan County showing students climb-
ing trees, walking creek beds and
observing natural surroundings.
The cover photograph shows a
small boy walking down the rail-
road track.
Illustrations for the volume were
done by Carson Hansel and Rodney
Ilentehell. Lettering was by Miss
Carolyn Hearne, art instructor at
the Southeast campus.
Lee Pennington, instructor of the
class, served as an advisor for the
publication.
FASHION SHOW
A fashion show will be given by
the Explorettes in the Woman's
Club building at 7 p. m., tonight
(Thursday). Clothing from I.
Homra's Store will be shown. Ad-
mission is $1.00. The public is in-
vited to attend.







GROWN IN KENTUCKY FOR KENTUCKY FARMERS
ACItittS c7161 SOWS
EAST STATE LINE FULTON
Phone 472-3751
TRAFFIC CONTROL duty is descriLA by new State
Police trooper William Rowlette as a "patrol awhile,
sit awhile" life. Before heading into more complex
police work, rookie troopers will see a lot of traffic
control duty during their one-year probationary pe-
riod. Rowlette, now assigned to Post Four at Eliza-
bethtown, is a February graduate of the state's cadet
training school. A new class starts April 17.
CHESTNUT GLADE
By Mrs. I'aryev Vaughn
The Chestnut Glade Club will
meet in the home of Mrs. Orvin
Morrison at Dukedom at 1 p. m.,
April 20, for the regular meeting.
Visitors are cordially welcomed.
Mrs. Johnnie Hazelwood and Mrs.
Harvey Vaughan concluded a
course in "Home Care For The
Sick And Injured" last Thursday,
when they met in the beautiful new
and modern home of Mrs. Donald
Clinard, who was one of the Duke-
dom Club members who participat-
ed in the course. Other Dukedom
members who took the course were
Mrs. Elizabeth Darnell, Mrs. Joe
Works, Mrs. Nancy Roberts, Mrs.
Mathis and Mrs. Randall Brown.
Member § of the Welfare Workers
Club w' 0 attended were Mrs.
Frank Parrish, Mrs. Charles
Johns, Mrs. Harry Watts and Mrs.
Birdie Phillips.
Will Reed, who ha. been a shut-
in for the past several days after
being in the hospital, is improving.
Mrs. V. C. Simpson is a patient
in the ,Fulton Hospital.
Mrs. Jim Burke, Mrs. Myrtle
Temple, Mrs. Laverne Owensby,
Mrs. Johnnie Hazelwood and Mrs.
Harvey Vaughan were in the group
of more than seventy-five club
members who boarded the two
charted busses early Saturday
morning Cr a day of sight-seeing,
shopping and attending "Holiday
On Ice" at the coliseum in Mem-
phis.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Whitver and
Debbie, from Nashville, spent the
week-end with Mrs. Eula Rogers
and Derrell.
Sympathy is extended to Mrs.
Gertrude Thomas Vineyard, whose
husband, Kelly Vineyard, passed
away last week. Their home is in
Jackson, Tenn. Funeral service was
at Doug Murphy Funeral Home in
Martin, with burial in the New
Hope Cemetery.
Mrs. Rozelle Milam, who was
very seriously injured when struck
by a car two weeks ago, underwent
surgery in the Baptist Hospital at
Memphis last Saturday for the
broken leg. She is reported to be
recovering as well as can be ex-
pected, after being so critically
injured.
Subscribe To The News
The classic of all sofas,








sesiosharel aye, 55 reotml !Wren"
GET EQUIPMENT READY NOW
Work time is just around the
corner. In fact, a lot of land has
been bedded in some sections and
is waiting the final preparation
before planting. And before we can
turn around, it will be time to do
lots of the work that it seems so
long since we last did. Doing such
things as cultivating, silage mak-
ing, hay curing and even combin-
ing. No one likes to rush too much
but if only some time is taken now
when actually you are not as busy
as you will be later, much time and
money can be saved.
Chances are you know some parts
of your equipment that gave trou-
ble last year. There is no better
time than RIGHT NOW to get this
job out of the way. It is a good
plan to check every piece of ma-
chinery throughly. It's a good idea
to begin with the equipment that
you will need to use first and follow
this procedure all the way until you
are finished.
First, begin with your tractors.
Use the manual which gives you
details on the operation and care
of every part. If your tractor needs
it, it's a good practice to do a re-
paint job. This is not a big job and
can be done with either a sprayer
or with a brush.
Follow your manual in checking
your plows, discs, hay baler, rake
planter, cultivator and combine and
any other piece of equipment that
you own. Replace all worn out
parts. Make a list of the parts that
are getting pretty well worn. Get
these parts on hand to have ready
in case a part breaks at a busy
time. This will save time as well
as money. Time spent now getting
ready for the busy season ahead
can save many man hours DOWN
ON THE FARM.
DID YOU KNOW?
Food is the largest expense item
in the budget of most families — it
takes almost one fourth of the total
consumer income in this country.
UK Graduate Edits
Latin America Books
Harvey C. Gardiner, who receiv-
ed his master's degree from the
University of Kentucky in 1940, is
the general editor of a Latin Amer-
ica Travel series published by the
Southern Illinois University Press.
Next in the series are two books
entitled "Journeys Across the
Pampas and Among the Andes"
and "New Granada: Twenty




1). Prompt, courteous ambu-
lance service with 2 staff mem-
bers en duty at all times.




The News takes pleasure in
wishing "Happy Birthday" to the
following friends:
April 14: Mrs. Ellis Heathecrek,
Marian H. Murphy, William D.
Yates, Jr.; April 15: Elmer Mans-
field; April 16: Bill Bailey Binford,
Barbara Jones, Mary Nell Wright;
April 17: Joe Graves, Mrs.
Mansfield Martin; April 18: John
Matthews, Dan Voegeli; April 19:
Flynn Powell; April 20, Mrs. Joe
Gates, Amaline Homra.
If all the energy that is being di-
rected at reforming other people
could be self-directed, what a race
we would have on this earth'
TRAINING
An eight-week training session
for operators and personnel from
15 day care centers in Graves, Cal-
loway, Hickman, Fulton, McCrack-
en and Marshall counties is under-
way at Mayfield High School, May-
field.
The session, sponsored by the
Mayfield Public School System and
the State Departments of Educa-
tion, and Child Welfare, is an intro-
ductory course providing special
training in child development for
better understanding of children
under six.
GO TO C71 .
Greenfield Monument Works
tJ
In Operation 66 Years
' Large Display '
' Well Lighted At Night •
' Open Stuiday Afternoons •
W. D. Powers






AT ASHLAND OIL SERVICE STATIONS
THOUSANDS OF PRIZES
It's easy! It's fun! Nothing to buy!
Just drive in at any participating
Ashland Service Station for your
free Grand Slam Baseball game
piece. Look inside . . . you'll know
instantly if you've won $1, $5, $10,
$25, $100, $1000, $5000 . . . or an
all-expenses-paid trip for two per-
sons to three games of the 1967
World Series. Drive in often for
more chances to win!
•
AU licensed drivers are eligible—except employees
of Ashland, its divisions and affiliated companies,
Its jobber', distributors, dealers, agencies and
their employees and families. Void where pro-
hibited by law.
TO THE WORLD SERIES I
No slogans to write, no registration
... each Grand Slam Baseball game
piece tells you instantly if you've
won a trip for two. Each exciting
trip includes round trip air and
ground transportation, hotel accom-
modations, all meals, tickets to three
games, and up to $10 per day in-
cidental spending money. If you
can't take the trip, you'll receive
$500 in cash. Remember the more
visits you make to participating
Ashland stations, the more chances
you have to win!
FREE BICYCLES!
Inside each Grand Slam Baseball
game piece you'll find a picture of a
famous baseball player. Collect
these pictures and paste them in a
free album you'll receive from your
Ashland dealer. After you have
pasted in all 12 different players,
you win a boy's or girl's deluxe
Roadmaster bicycle!
Ashland















































































































Acr. ; the fie:ds of history, bat-
tles and kingdoms are not the only
landmarks. The lives of great men
are even more important events
which tell us the story of the times.
Christian history is a galaxy of
glorious lights, men and women,
shining in the darkness of human
events with a light from another
world. These are the saints. Out of
the multitude, here are but three
that shine in the early history to
brighten the House of God.
St. John Chrysostom, born in the
year 344, educated as a pagan, un-
der the influence of his Christian
mother learned the basic teachings
of Christ. After the death of his
mother, he went to the desert to
live with the monks to prepare him-
self for baptism. In the year 386,
Christian Heritage--
(Contintmod from page Twe)
people represent a light of hope in
an otherwise totally dark situation.
What can you say about a man
wiro ,lakes one month's pay and
sets out on a 3,000 mile journey
from Siberia to Western Russia in
order to find one torn, tattered
Bible? Or, 38 Christians who divide
the Bible into one portion per per-
son" Or, a Christian who is brought
before a Soviet court and answers
the interrogation with his assertion
of the sovereign claims of Christ:
"Our aim is to win the whole
world for Christ!"
It must be that we are now wit-
nessing what we call THE IM-
PERIAL DESIGN OF OUR LORD.
It is this: Christ is now setting in
motion a vast pincers movement
which will be the answer to the
pincers movement which the world
Communist apparatus is now ex-
erting on the United States. We
know that the "New Left" Com-
munists have long planned to over-
come the United States by the
weakening efforts from within,
while pressure is applied in Asia,
Africa and Latin America from the
outside. The Communist design will
succeed unless a more powerful,
spiritual design overcomes it. Can
we not see now the outline of a de-
sign which is conceived in heaven
and which is going to be executed
on the earth? The internal arm of
God's pincer movement can be
seen in the invincible and un-
quenchable fire which is now burn-
ing in the Underground Church in
Communist countries. The outside
arm of God's pincer movement
must come from within the United
States in a movement in which
there will be a dedication and a
sacrifice and a valor which is born
of God and which is faithful to
Jesus Christ and which has the
power to change the policy of our
country of dealing with and sup-
porting Communist regimes.
This is the challenge before us.
And, as Pastor Wurmband said:
"If we do not judge ourselves
now, God will judge us."
he was ordained a priest and im-
mediately became famous as a
preacher. His name means "The
Golden Mouth." His name traveled
the extent of Christianity and he
became the Bishop Patriarch of
Constantinople in 397. John had
many enemies who through their
lies had him exiled to Syria. But
even then he did not stop preaching
Christ. Among the Lebanese he con-
verted many and brought the
Church to Syria. Within two months
after he was allowed to -return
from exile, he was exiled again
when he criticized the Empress for
her vanity and pagan customs. St.
John died in exile in 407. Many of
his famous sermons and letters are
with us today. He is the patron
saint of preachers.
St. Ambrose, the great Bishop of
Milan, is an outstanding example
of the kind of men the West gave
to the Church. We was born. in 340,
the youngest son of the Roman Pre-
fect of Gual. After his education in
law, he was made governor of
Northern Italy. When a controversy
broke out between the Arian Christ-
ians and the Catholics Ambrose, in
trying to restore peace, made a
speech, after which a child called
out, "Ambrose will be our Bishop.'
Ambrose at this time had not yet
been baptized but he was a tate-
chuman (one learning the Faith).
He was baptized and eight days
later was consecrated a priest and
bishop. He was a man of great
charity. No sooner had he become
a Bishop, than he devoted his
wealth inherited from his father to
care for the poor. When the Em-
peror Theodosius the Great ordered
a massacre in Thessalonica, Am-
brose publicly denounced the king
and would not allow him inside
the Church until he had done pub-
lic penance for his sin. Many of
the beautiful hymns and sermons
of St. Anrbrose are used in the
prayers of the Church even today.
Ile is the patron saint of bishops.
St. Jerome was one of the most
learned men in the history of the
Church. He was born a pagan of
wealthy parents of Dalmatia. The
year was 330. Being a student of
literature, he became interested in
the scriptures and received the gift
of Faith. He was baptized and later
became a priest. Since Greek was
the official language of the king-
dom, and since there was no good
translation of the Bible in the lan-
guage of the people, Pope Damasus
requested Jerome to undertake the
translation of the Bible into Latin.
Jerome's knowledge of Hebrew,
Greek and Latin qualified him for
the momentous task. The Vulgate
of St. Jerome was used as the of-
ficial version of the Scriptures for
centuries in Christianity. Toward
the end of his life, Jerome estab-
lished three convents of sisters and
a monastary for men. He himself
lived in a cave near Bethlehem,
where he died in his 90th year. He
is the patron saint of Scripture
studies.
Father Glahn
One of the great lessens of life
is to learn to face the facts as they
are without being confused by what
we might prefer.
Need Money for Operating Expenses?
GET IT
from your PCAI
Use a PCA loan to buy feed, seed, fertilizer.. .to meet 
oth-
er operating and family expenses. PCA loans offer 
advan-
tages that come from 30 years of experience:
Low Interest Cost... rates are low and you pay 
only on
the amount used, for the time it's used.
Convenient Terms. ..repayment is scheduled 
when you
sell crops or livestock and have the 
money.
Personal Service... PCA is owned by the people 
who use
it...your loan makes you a member-owner.
There are other benefits--reasons why 
more than a half-













Introducing Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love
Rev. Gerald Stow, Pastor
SOUTH FULTON BAPTIST CHURCH TELEPHONE 479-2331
The South Fulton Baptist Church was organized November 17,
1946, with 61 charter members. The church met in a building next
door to the South Fulton City Hall. In May 1947 the congregation
moved to a store building on East State Line. A/ the end of the
first year, 71 new members had been added to the church. In the
spring of 1948 a lot was purchased on Central Avenue and con-
struction began on a church building. A -storm destroyed the build-
ing before it was completed and the church then bought a house
'on East State Line.
The church's last move was to it's present location, where the
first structure was erected in 1955. In 1960 the second building, an
educational unit, was completed, and the permanent auditorium
was completed in 1965. Total property evaluation is in excess of
$200,000.
The church laces primary importance upon evangelism (the
winning and training of converts to faith in Jesus Christ) and mis-
sions. The church cooperates with over 10 million other Southern
Baptists in this country to support over 2500 missionaries around
the world.
The teaching agency of the church is the Sunday School, which
meets every Sunday morning at 9:45 A. M .
The Training Union meets at 5:00 P. M. Sunday evenings. The
Teacher Training class and the Pastor's New Member class meet
at the same time.
The Men's Fellowship and the Women's Missionary Union com-
plete the church organization.
Regular worship services are held each Sunday at 11:00 A. M.
and at 6:00 P. M. Prayer meeting is Wednesday at 7:00 P. M.
community visitation is Thursday at 7:00 P. M.
A unique ministry of the church is their regular broadcast
"Moments of Hope". This is a broadcast of the Sunday morning
worship service over WFUL at 12:30 P. M.
An intensive summer youth program for the purpose of help-
ing develop the moral and spiritual character of young people will
begin May 15. Bill Betts, of Bolivar, Missouri, will be the summer
youth director. Other staff members are Mrs. Lawrence Haney,
church secretary; Byron Kelley, building superintendent, and Ron
Cruse, minister of music.
Rev. Gerald Stow has been the pastor of the churoh since June
1964. He came to the church from Fort Worth, Texas. He is a grad-
uate of Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary and holds the
B. S. and M. S. degrees from the University of Tennessee. They
make their home on Circle Drive in South Fulton.
This Feature Is Published With The Hope rat More People Will Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers of Shell Products
Phone 472-3951
CITY DRUG COMPANY
Your Prescription Drug Store
Fulton, Ky. Phone 472-1303
PURE MILK COMPANY
At the store or at your door
Fulton, Ky,
E. W. James & Sons Supermarkets
Hickman, Ky. Union City, Tenn.
South Fulton, Tenn.
JACKSON FUNERAL HOME
Member of Kentucky Burial Assoc.
Phone: 469-5414 — Dukedom, Tenn.
Parkway Manor Nursing Home
SW Kentucky's newest and most modern
Nursing horn.. For reservation call 4724386
or write 309 North Parkway, Fulton.
THE CITIZENS BANK
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky. Phone 236-2655
FULTON ELECTRIC SYSTEM
Fulton, Kentucky
418 Lake Street 472-1362
Hickman - Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrically"
Hickman, Ky.
Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co. Inc.
Kentucky Av•., Fulton Phone 472-1471
Henry I. Siegel Company, Inc.
Fulton and South Fulton
Compliments of
Fulton Wholesale Florists




Lake Street Dial 472-2421
Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop
Antiques Souvenirs Excellent Food
Private dining for 250
King Motor Company, Inc.
Authorized Pontiac and Rambler Dealer
101 W. State Line Phone 4794271
WINDAGE—
(Continued From Page One)
read but not able to get in to the town
library nearly as often as the bookmo-
bile can get to them.
Our County library system here in
Fulton has enjoyed "phenomenal"
growth, say our librarians, and I'm
sure we are all proud of it.
The "big band" type of music is
coming _back again, however slowly
but surely. And an interesting thing
about it . .. in cities around the country
"big" bands are forming that are full
of musicians from the era of 20 to 30
years ago who are now professional
men: doctors, lawyers, businessmen of
all kinds who used to play and still get
a big kick out of it.
Over at Martin a "big" band has
been organized this spring, and it in-
cludes four Fulton musicians who are
members of Fulton's "Melody Men"
orchestra. The band is a sort of loose13r:-
knit outfit at the present, and is taking
in any and all who want to play and
who can read the "tough" arrange-
ments that are in the book. Present
personnel include 5 sax, 6 brass and
three rhythm. Any local musicians in-
terested in going over for a Tuesday-
evening session (held at the Univer-
sity) are invited to contact Charley
Andrews, Charles Wade Andrews or
me. Rehearsals are held every Tuesday
evening beginning around 8: p. m.
The band was a little unprepared
for what happened this week, but it
happened anyhow and things went off
very well, Charles Wade tells me on
Tuesday. It seems that last week the
whole outfit was invited to play at a
national convention at the Skyway in
Hotel Peabody in Memphis, and
promptly accepted the invitation even
though it had been rehearsing just a
couple of months or so. So down they
went, and played for 1000 people for
dinner and dancing ,and had a great
time . . . and, says Charles Wade,
"sounded fine." Now, already, there
are rumors of a St. Louis engagement!
If you are missing Jo's smiling
face over in this corner this week, it is
because she is in Louisville visiting our
son in school ,and attending to Banana
Festival business, and enjoying her
favorite pasttime . . . politicking and
Act Deadline Near
Kentucky high school seniors who
Aar' to enter the University of
"<enitucky next September and who
save not taken the American Col-
ege Testing program tests have
seen advised by the UK Admissions
Mfice to contact their high school
iffices for application forms as
Joon as possible.
Keller Dunn, UK associate dean
if admissions, explains that stu-
lents must take the test no later
han May 13 since tests given in
kugust would be too late for stu-
tents to apply for admission to the
University's fall term. UK applica-
ion deadline is July 31, he said.
Those students who take the May
3 test must send their registra-
ion forms to the ACT national of-
ice in Chicago by April 22, Dunn
idded.
SUNSET DRIVE-IN
between Martin and Union City






Elizabeth Taylor - Paul Newman




George Hamilton • Susan Oliver
Your Cheatin Heart
Then At 9:30
Glenn Ford - Henry Fonda
The Rounders
And At 10:50
Ann Margaret - Steve McQueen
The Cincinnati Kid






Rod Taylor - Jill St. John
The Liquidator
Closed Tues. - Wed.
working in Henry Ward's campaign
headquarters. In case she doesn't like
the way I do some of the things I am
doing in the paper this week, that's the
chance she has to take when she leaves
town!
WELCOME CENTERS—
(Continued From Page One)
rant) is located north of the Elizabeth-
town interchange. These are in "is-
lands" accessible to both northbound
and southbound traffic.
On the Western Kentucky Park-
way, just east of the Beaver Dam in-
terchange, travel specialists are on
hand in an Information Center, and a
service center includes two gas stations
and a restaurant. This complex, too, is
in an island open to traffic in both di-
rections.
On US-25E at Pineville, an Infor-
mation Center attended by travel
specialists and featuring a 2400-square
foot display of Kentucky attractions is
in the Bert T. Combs Forestry. Build-
ing at the south edge of town.
Of the four unmanned rest areas
on 1-64, one is between the Simpson-
--Ville and Shelbyville interchanges, for
westbound traffic. Another, serving
eastbound drivers, is between the Mid-
dletown and Simpsonville inter-
changes. A third, east of the Winchest-
er interchange, is accessible to east-
bound traffic, and a fourth rest area is
on the westbound lane between the
Winchester and Mount Sterling turn-
offs.
Ky-114 (an extension of the Moun-
tain Parkway east of Salyersville), and
US-23 and 460, will soon have an In-
formation Center where they meet in
Prestonsburg. The Prestonsburg Cen-
ter is expected to open in April.
Six rest areas are projected on I-
75 between Covington in the north and
Berea in the smith. Three are already
under construction. Eventually there
will be two in Boone County, two in
Scott County, and two in Madison
County. A new, manned Information
Center is also planned for 1-75 in
Boone County.
There's even more help for travel-
ers in Kentucky. Maps and expert ad-
vice are available at 12 district offices
of the Highway Department, 16 State
Police posts, and at toll plazas on the
parkways.
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Kentucky born
and bream
Old Medley Is bourbon In the
finest traditions of Old Kentucky.
Especially made by
Flelschmann to be smooth and
mellow—a 90 proof bourbon
remarkably rich In flavor and
character. Yet you'll find it
surprisingly modest in price.
For bourbon you'll be proud to
serve, ask for Old Medley.
Pool. Keeteelp gerelgt• kaiser Wnl•Moy Distil i.d .nd Bottled by the
Catiperldieft. Owensboro, Kentucky.
Permit Me To Put My Past Experience To
Work For Us In The Kentucky General
Assembly As Your Representative From
Fulton, Hickman, Ballad,
and Carlisle Counties
Democratic Primary, May 23, 1967
HENRY MADDOX
Again I would like to say THANK YOU for letting me serve as your Representative in the past.
For this I am grateful. It is my hope that you see fit to send me back to Frankfort to represent you
again and help make the laws for the future of Kentucky.
I am 61 years of age, a life long resident of Fulton County, after graduation from High School at-
tended Murray University, worked with U. S. Corps of Engineers and now am engaged in farming. I
am past president of the Fulton County Farm Bureau, member of the Hickman Masonic Lodge 761 for
over 30 years, director of the Farmers Bank and a member and deacon of Mt. Hermon Christian
Church.
I am, and have always been, a strong supporter and have a sincere interest in BETTER ROADS,
BETTER SCHOOLS, BETTER HEALTH AND SOCIAL AND ECONOMICAL PROGRESS for our
commonwealth.
The last session of the Legislature I served on the House Road, Wildlife, Banking, Education,
Agriculture and Forest Committees and was chairman of the City Classification Committee.
I want you to know just how I voted on a few bills in the last session. Capital Purnishment —
voted Yes. With crime increasing as it is today we need laws to protect the law abiding Christian peo-
ple of this nation. This law can be compared to a lighthouse for a ship, a signal of warning of danger if
you commit a crime. Speaking of firearms — the proposed firearms control law to date will only dis-
arm law abiding citizens and encourage criminals with knowledge that their victims are thus disarm-
ed. Criminals will obtain firearms if they have to make them, such as "zip" guns. So I say keep your
firearms for your own protection.
. I was against •HB-440' reducing the 10 cents a gallon tax on liquor stored in Kentucky. Had that
bill been left to a vote of the people I feel sure the people would have added an extra 10 cents instead
of reducing the tax 10 cents per gallon:Can you imagine repealing a whisky tax with the indebtedness
of our state today?
I voted against pinball machines. I am against gambling in any form. I was one of the three repre-
sentatives who tried to attach an amendment on that bill to do away with all gambling in Kentucky.
I was against the car inspection bill. If this bill is as good as some would have you think it is, why
wait until 1968 before it becomes effective? What about the lives it would have saved in 1966 and
1967? The insurance companies will tell you the causes of wrecks. I say it is the person behind the
wheel of the car today.
I voted YES on the strip mining bills in 1964 and 1966. Being a farmer, I hate to see land and
soil abused and, with population increasing, we will need to take better care of our land.
I also voted YES on bills to control water and air pollution.
I was against HB-1, the 100 percent assessment on your property. The way HB-1 was railroaded
through the House, there is no need of a Legislature. I am sure the bill was drawn up in the Tax Depart-
ment, as it affects their own operation. The laws are made to work the way the department which will
administrate the program wants them to work and this is not always necessarily in the PUBLIC IN-
TEREST. The governor decided on HB4 and when it came on the floor of the House the Previous
Question was voted on it, which bans all amendments and severely limits debate. When it reached the
Senate floor the speaker of the Senate, the Lieutenant Governor elected by you the people, was removed
from the Speaker's chair by 20 votes of the Senate. Therefore, this bill was railroaded through on the
taxpayers. In my opinion, a bill that cannot withstand honest discussion by the members of the General
Assembly and go through on the merits of the bill is a bad bill and would make a bad law for Kentucky
and the taxpayers. This bill upset our whole tax structure, some of our school systems were hurt, also
some towns and industries, as well as individual tax payers. I say any adjustments needed to provide
additional revenue for the 120 counties should be made in the tax rate increases and not the 100 per
cent assessment. We need to get an amendment to the state constitution that will provide for a fair
cash value instead of a 100 per cent assessment. By FIB-1 taxes can be raised 10% in 1966 and another
10'7, in 1967 which figures 21% in the two years. Some say taxes will be frozen from 1968 on, but don't
fool yourselves, the same hungery tax boys will be back for another raise. So I think an experienced
legislator will be better qualified to cope with the Tax Program when it comes up in the 1968 session.
I am for progress, but I am for living and let live. Today I serve 31,902 people over a radius of
868 miles and these people are in all walks of life, a good many of them on fixed incomes and with the
high cost of living for the necessities of life as it is today, they cannot stand too much more tax burden.
I am sure my stand on the Revision of the Constitution was known by you. It was just too much
in one capsule for the people to swallow.
In the weeks between now and May 23rd, the date of the Primary Election, I hope to meet as
many of you as time permits, but I realize that I cannot see everyone, and I hope that each of you will
take this as my personal request for your vote and influence. I assure you that it will be deeply ap-
preciated.
I am financing my own campaign, as I have done my other campaigns. I am obligated to no group
or individual. My only obligation is to all the people of the four counties.
This is not an office to be lightly sought, nor is it your privilege as voters to lightly give this office
to anyone who might seek it. I invite all of you to investigate my past voting record. Feeling that I
merit your consideration and vote, I submit myself to you, the voters, as a candidate for the re-election
to the office of STATE REPRESENTATIVE.
Henry Maddox
Candidate for State Representative
First Legislative District










































































































































































































201 W. St. Line S. Fulton
Phone: 479.9079
Used Cars
1967 BUICK Special deluxe 2. 
door hardtop; Ky. license,
one owner, just like new,
around 4,000 actual miles,
a local car. platinum mist
bottom with black vinyl
top; power steering and
brakes, air conditioned,
tilt wheel and all of the
trimmings. This car was
traded in on another new
'67 model Buick.
1966 CHEVROLET 2-door super
Sport, 327 engine, 4 speed;
blue outside with blue
bucket seats
1965 CHEVROLETImpala
hardtop, 2-door, 327 en-
gine, straight drive, red
inside and out; Ky. car.
1965 CHEVROLET Beloit- VII,
2-door sedan; white out-
side; straight shift
1945 Chevrolet pickup; long
wide bed, 6-cylinder,
straight drive. Green; one
owner, Tenn, title low
mileage. Trade-in on new
truck.
1965 CHEVROLET pickup,
short wide bed, 6 cyl,
straight shift, blue; Ky.
tags; new truck trade-in.
1945 Corv•ir Monz• Cony. 4-
speed, red and red Inside;
new car trade-in
1965 BUICK LeSabre 4-door se-
dan; power and air; white
outside. Trad•-in on new
Buick.
1964 PLYMOUTH station wag-
on, 4-door; Ky. license;
brown; automatic trans-
mission; air; trade-in on
new Buick.
1964 Impala 2-door hardtop, 6
cylinder straight; air; Ky.
tags; brown. New car
trade-in.
1964 CORVETTE; 2 tops, grey
color, 300 Hp, 4 speed;
Tenn. title; traded in on
new Chevelle.
1944 Chao Biscayne 4-dr. 6 cyl,
straight; Beige, Ky. Car,
1 owner.
1963 International S‘out pickup
4-wheel drive; Ky.
1963 Fairlane 500, 4-door se-
dan, V-8. Fordomatic,
bronze. Kentucky car.
1962 FbRD Falcon 2-door se-
den, 6 cyl. straight drive,
red as an apple, Ky. tags.
1962 Chevrolet Impala, 4-door
sedan, gray, power steer-
ing and power brakes, 327
Cu. in. engine. Tennessee
car.
1961 Olds power and air, Gray,
Now car trade-in. Ky. tags.
1960 OLDSMOBILE "98" 4-
door sedan; power steer-
ing and brakes; a nice
car. Ky. tags, local car;
traded in an a new Buick
Special.
1951 GMC 2-ton truck with
bed; heavy duty tires, Ky.
tags
1955 CHEVROLET 2-tors truck;
Ky. license; red; grain
bed.
1958 FORD wagon, white $175
1955 BUICK 4-door $ 35
1957 CHEV pickup, red $450
1957 PONTIAC 4-door $ 50
1959 CHEV 4-dr. with air $200
1957 CHEV 4-dr; green $250
1959 PLYMOUTH 4-dr. 1st. $40
FULTON, KY.
I
Used Car If 472-3241 rulten
Wahl office 474-2466
SOUTH FULTON, Tenn.-Jim-
my Lowe, one of South Fulton's
outstanding athletes and a grad-
uate of the University of
Tennessee, Knoxville, was
named basketball coach at South
Fulton High School by the Obion
County Board of Education at
the regular meeting Monday in
Union City.
He will replace Wyatt Cun-
ningham, coach for the past two
seasons, who is being transfer-
red to another department.
The new coach is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Lowe and
received his degree in 1966 from
the University of Tennessee. He
is presently employed as as-
sistant basketball coach at Bull
Gap, Tenn.
Besides his duties as head bas-
ketball coach of both boys and
girls teams, Lowe will assist
Coach Charlie Akers during the
football season.
While at South Fulton, Lowe
starred in both football and bas
ketball and received a four-year
grant-in-aid at UT, where he was
a varsity lineman for three
years.
City Of Iliekimin
To Go On Fast Time
HICKMAN, Ky., -The'
City of Hickman has adopted
Daylight Saving Time, accord-
ing to Mayor Ro Gardner.
No action has been taken re-
garding fast time for Fulton
County, Judge John Ciuce said
Wednesda?.
The Fiscal Court discussed
DST for the county at its-meet-
ing Tuesday, but as yet no reso-
lution has been passed.
At least 22 per cent of the na-
tion's annual perfume sales
occur in December,
z:-
I have a dandy '63 Olds 88 4-door
sedan with power brakes and
power steering, and it's air con-
ditioned. It's white with gray in.





61 FORD 4-dr, local car
61 PONTIAC, power steering,
air
40 FORD half-ton pickup
truck; good condition, local
60 CORVA1R 4-door; local
60 CHEV 4-dr. 6-cyt; auto-
matic; local car
60 CHEV 4-dr; local
60 VOLKSWAGEN, local
59 MERCERY 4-di'; local,
clean
57 CHEV; local
56 FORD pickup, local
56 CHEV 2-dr automatic VII
59 FORD pickup; 6-cyl
'53 CHEVROLET pickup truck
2025 other cars, trucks
WILSON MOTORS
Dial 472-3343
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KENTUCKY STATE SHRINES OFFER LINK WITH PAST-With just a small
measure of imagination, a visitor at any of Kentucky's eight State shrines can
step into history-for a rendezvous with the past. Many of the shrines house
historical museums, some of which are admission-free and open year-round. Most





Lester Patrick has been elected
president of the Junior Woman's
Club at Fulton.
The other newly elected of-
ficers are Mrs. Bobby Hailey,
vice president; Mrs. Bill Ben-
nett, recording secretary; Mrs.
Jimmy Yates, treasurer; Mrs.
Ladd Stokes, Mrs. Robert Van
Doren and Mrs. Jimmy Jones,
corresponding secretaries.
The new officers were elect-
ed at a meeting at the club-
house Tuesday night. Mrs. Mi-
chael Homra presided.
Mrs. Bill Stokes, president of
the general club, conducted the
,installation ceremony.
I. Refreshments were served by
the hostesses, Mrs. Bob Peter-
son, Mrs. Gaylon Varden and
Mrs. Tommy Mann to 26 mem-
bers and two guests, Mrs. Bill





Miss Paula Long, a 16-year-
old strawberry blonde, was
crowned "South Fulton Booster
Princess" here Thursday night.
Miss Long is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. William Earl
Long, Pierce, Tenn., and will
represent the Twin-Cities in the
Strawberry Festival at Hum-
boldt and Tennessee Fish Fry
pageant at Paris, Tenn., later
in the year.
Miss Long was crowned by
last year's princess, Linda Kay
Nanney, Dukedom, a student at
UTMB, Martin.
First maid was Miss Joy Jobe,
16, Water Valley; Second maid,
Miss Joanna Woodruff, South
Fulton; and Third maid, Miss
Susan Tegethoff, South Fulton.
James Warren, Fulton attor-
ney, was master of ceremon-
ies, and Mrs. Martha Logan was
organist.
The pageant was held at South
Fulton High School, and was the
6th annual beauty review spon-
sored by the boosters.
Cherry Is the undisputed lead-
er among flavors for medicinal
preparations.
Winter Garments
In Air That's Cool,
Fresh and Dry!
FIVE REASONS WHY YOU
SHOULD STORE YOUR:
• Fur Garments - * Fur Trim-
med Garments * Synthetic
Fur Garments 
1. Humidity Control
If your furs are stored in an
area that does not have proper
humidity control, the pelt will
• Dry Out if the atmosphere is too
dry; the pelt will Mildew if the
atmosphere is too moist.
2. Fur-Damaging Insect Control
Our specialized fumigation pro-
cess destroys moths, moth lar-
vae and any other fur damaging
insects.
3. Insurance
Your furs are protected against
loss by fire and theft.
3 4. Proper Cleaning Methods1 11
I s After a winter's use, your gar-
ment needs expert' care to re-
store the lustre and bring back
that "like-new" appearance.
5. Temperature Control
High temperatures can cause
mildew.
Happy Day Professional Cleaners




new president of the Kentucky
Association of Christian
Churches admitted she was a
little nervous about her new job.
"It's bigger than the others
and so important," said Mrs.
Victor L. Baltzell of Louisville,
the first woman and first lay
president to head the organiza-
tion.
Mrs. Baltzell is a former pres-
ident of the Kentucky Christian
Women's Fellowship and has
been on statewide church boards
for six years.
She was elected Wednesday
and will take office on July I to
succeed the Rev. Walter Bing-
ham of Louisville. Other new of-
ficers for the next year are the
Rev. Leonard W. Boynton of
Paris and the Rev. Harley B.
Fisk of Florence, vice presi-
dents.
Dr. Irvin E. Lunger, president
of Transylvania College, said he
felt his school should have been
given more consideration for
funds because it needed a new
science building and would have
to expand its library.
He noted Transylvania re-
ceived a cut while the Lexington
Theological Seminary was given
an increase. Dr. Lunger said he
had no opposition to the increase
for the seminary.
MINIATURE MOTOR
The world's smallest electric motor, completed in 1965,
measures 1/64 inch in each dimension and has an output of
one-millionth of one horsepower.
Meat Loaf Has Heart Of Gold
There's regular high seas piracy at the table when you serve
this Gold-Filled Beef Loaf. Yet it's a kind of gold you can afford
to pass among a hungry crew, for economy always keynotes a
meat loaf dinner.
Chopped onion combines with shredded carrots to make a
good-tasting, bright-colored filling that remains a secret until
you slice. And there's another well-kept secret - rolled oats.




1 cup shredded carrots 1 egg
ik cup chopped onion ks cup milk
11/2 lb. ground beef ½cup chopped celery
% cup rolled oats (quick 1% teaspoons salt
or old fashioned, % teaspoon pepper
uncooked)
Saute carrots and onion in butter in heavy fry pan about 10
minutes.
Combine remaining ingredients; mix thoroughly. Pack half of
mixture into bottom of an 81/2x41/2x2%-inch loaf pan. Make well
across center about % inch deep. Fill center with carrot-onion
mixture. Pack remaining meat mixture on top pressing down to
seal edges.
Bake in preheated moderate oven (350°F.) about 1 hour and
15 minutes. Let stand 5 minutes before slicing. Hold piece up-
right with wide spatula while slicing.
Spin Rod
And Reel Special
Rubber Worms - 39c






Of interest to Homemakers
HICKMAN, Ky. -The
Fulton County Board of Educa-
tion has named Harold Garrison
superintendent of Fulton County
schools.
Garrison, a native of Hickman
succeeds J. L. Barnett, who has
been superintendent for the past
four years, and in the system
for 31 years. Barnett, while step-
ping down as superintendent,
will remain in the system in an
administrative capacity.
The new superintendent is a
graduate of Hickman High
School, and received his Mas-
ter's at Murray State Univer-
sity. He has been principal at
Fulton County High for the past
three years, and taught and
coached previously.
He is married to the tomer
Paula June Hornsby of Hick-
man. -
Other teachers will be elected
the first week in May.
The board also voted to ob-
serve Daylight Savings Time
at the Fulton County, Western
and Cayce schools.
Former Fultonian.
Dr. Mary F. Poe,
Is Commemorated
FULTON, Ky., -A li-
brary in memory of Dr. Mary
Frances Poe in the University of
Tennessee's department of anes-
thesiology, Memphis, will be
dedicated at 2 p.m. April 16.
Dr. Poe was the daughter of
Mrs. Jean Poe and a sister of
Dr. J. A. Poe, both of Fulton.
The ceremony will be held in
the medical staff auditorium in
John Gaston Hospital.
Dr. Poe was professor of anes-
thesiology at UT when she died
May 29, 1964. She received her












Miss Carrot Schrader has
completed the requirements for
a Bachelor of Science degree at
the University of Tennessee,
Martin and is presently em-
ployed by Murdock Acceptance
Corp. in Memphis.
Miss Schrader was a health
and physical education major at
UTM. She was a cheerleader
for four years, a member of
Chi Omega sorority, the T club
and SNEA. Daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Schrader &Miles
City, she was graduated from
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Lake St. - Fulton Ky.
THIS WEEKS - -
REY'VALUE
Save one-third! Reg. 1.2'
Cotton Short Sleeve
Children's Sweat Shirts




-- ANNUAL HALF PRICE SALE
- Cream, - Roll On, - Stick, Etc.
REG. $1.00  50c
REG. $2.04
Flash Cubes, Carton  $1.49
cia. Film $1.58
IMPERIAL
Aqua Net Hair Spray 99c





LAUNDRY AND CLEANERS, INC.
218 East State Line, Fulton, Ky,,
at no extra cost!
Prompt pickup and delivery
telephone 472-1700.
With our Sams dryderming
proress, your garments aro
not only visually dean, but
sanitized for lasting fresh-
ness. huh garment is given
personal attention...use-
fully finished ... prineded
against perspiration edit;
moth damage, meld, mil.
dew. .. and it doesn't mod




















the shows will be held
at Lexington and
Flemingsburg.
Both of the shows
are for market lambs
and will offer classes
for youth arid adult
exhibitors. The first,
the Central Kentucky
Lamb Show and Sale,
will be held at the
Blue Grass Stockyards
on May 20. This event
will offer $865 in
premiums.
On Saturday, June
3, the East Kentucky
Graded Lamb Show
and Sale w i 11 be
Dept. of Agriculture
Frankfort
held at the Farmers
Stockyards in Flem-
ingsburg. It will offer
$750 in premiums.
"Kentucky has long











declined in r e c ent
years, the quality has
remained high. "
Commissioner
Butler went on to say
"there is a growing
interest in s he ep
production and I feel
that more and more
farmers are looking
to sheep as a livestock
enterprise. The
PORTRAIT SPECIAL





11 x 14 Full Length
Reg. $9.95 Value
ONLY 97c
Plus 50c Service Charge
NO AGE LIMIT - Only One Special Per Person
or Two Per Family




ha s been promoting
this idea and I predict






the two Iamb shows:
Butler said "the De-
partment feels that.
these shows can be
very educational to
sheep producers in
that they can see
how their animals
measure up to what
the market demands
t oda y. The com-
petition i n the show
r ing provides them
with positive evalu-
ation of the type of
animals they are
producing. It also
gives them an oppor-
tunity to see what
other Kentucky
farmers are doing
in the way of lamb
production. "
All Kentucky
she epmen are eligible
to participate in the
two shows be in g
sponsored by the
Department of Agri-
culture. Only ewe or








about the shows can
contact the Division






The only wife at a President
to have her portrait oft currency
was Martha Washington. Her pic-
ture appeared on 81 silver certif-
icates, series 1886, 1891 and
1896.
- SIM* early American Indian
tribes cremated their dead.
SOUTHERN STATES APPLIANCE SALE
Floor Models. .. Close Outs... Unico Appliances






16 Cu. Ft. combination All Frostless list $349;
15 Cu. ft. 2-door combination; list $275.00
141/4 Cu. ft. combination; List $289.00  
13 Cu. ft. Refrigerator only (frostless) List $299.00 _
12 Cu. ft. Refrigerator; list $215.00
RANGES:
36-inch Deluxe range, list $215.00
30-inch, Big oven, list $175.00
WASHERS:
Automatic, Aristocrat Deluxe; list $299.00  
Wringer type, list $125.00 
DRYERS:
GDE Deluxe, list $165.00
GFEP, List $145.00



















Top load, (Formica top) List $210.00  Sale, $165.00
WATER PUMPS
One-third HP on 12-gallon tank  $62.50
One-third HP on 12-gallon tank. convertible  $79.50
Three-fourths HP on 20-gallon glasslined tank $129.00
One-third HP Submersible, no tank (used) $100.00
Three-fourths HP, glass-lined tank (submersible) _ $200.00
WATER HEATER:
52-gallon electric (2 element) glasslined $64.95
Southern States Fulton Co-OpcarrvT,,BargrtTgr. 79,
STRICTLY BUSINESS by McF•aRers
"Let's not get nosy!"
ONLY IN KENTUCKY can sportsmen find true
North American wild turkeys, direct descendants of
the wild birds hunted by the Pilgrims. Similar to this
bird at the Frankfort game farm, operated by the
State Fish and Wildlife Resources Department, these
authentic turkeys are found within the Land Between
the Lakes National Recreation Area in western Ken-
tucky where a limited hunting season is planned dur-
ing April. Turkey hunting is also permitted in a 16-
county area of eastern Kentucky. The Department
says all other American wild turkeys have crossed
bloodlines with domesticated fowl.
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Students Create Own 'Readers'
In New Learning Technique
1.00 longer is the artificial "Run,
Rover, Run" approach in reading
found satisfactory. Children do not
develop a vocabulary by any set
formula Each child does so in his
own way, through speaking, listen-
ing, writing and reading.
The child begins to acquire lan-
guage skills from the time he can
name objects in his own pictures.
When he takes an interest in
writing or copying words, he is
taking a step toward the time when
he- Can use writing and reading to
communicate his own ideas.
How the "experience" approach
is used in teaching language usage
is exemplified in "Language Ex-
periences in Reading," a life-re-
lated instructional proclaim de-
s-eloped by Dr. Roach Van Allen,
Professor of Education. L'niversity
of Arizona, in cooperation with
Encyclopaedia Britannica Educa-
tional Corporation. The program,
designed for use in classrooms, in-
cludes games, stories, poems, songs
and pictures to stimulate the desire
to learn.
Children are encouraged to corn,
pose their own stories, communicate
their ideas through art work, and,
through dictating their stories to
the teacher. Thus, instead of using
textbooks, the children create their
own "books." The level of interest
is maintained, as each child is
encouraged to progress at his own
pace, with the guidance of the
teacher.
The program includes a teacher't
resource book and pupil materials;
Further information can be ob-
tained from Encyclopaedia Britan-
nica Educational Corporation, 42/ -










Lake Street; next to Standard Station
P. N. HIRSCH & CO.
PLASTIC - SWING TOP
WASTE CANS










- Jerseys & Prints
- Fully Lined
LADIES AND GIRLS.
Spring & Summer Hats
Now 1/2 Price
Girls Play Shorts
- Prints, Denims, Seersucker,,



























































FULTON, Ky.—T h re e well-
known Fulton teachers—Mans-
field Martin, principal of Fulton
High School, Mrs. Mary Follis
Bennett and Miss Katherine Wil-




Please send, without obligation.
information on Kentucky's parks
and shrines
liamson—have announced they
will retire at the close of school
this year.
Martin is retiring after 11
years as principal at Fulton
High and five years as principal
of Carr Elementary School for a
total of 16 years in the Fulton
City school system. He also
served on the faculty of South
Fulton High School for five
years, and at Martin High School
as principal and teacher for four
years, plus teaching duties in
the U.S. Army and at Weakley
County schools. He has served
30 years in the field of educa-
tion.
Mrs. Bennett, who came to the
Fulton City schools in 1928,
married a hometown boy, and
has made her home here since,
will leave the teaching ranks
after 30 years. She teaches at
Carr Elementary.
Miss Williamson, third grade
teacher at Terry-Norman School,
Is retiring after 43 years in the
teaching profession.
Recently, two other well-
known Fulton educators, Super-
intendent of Fulton City Schools
W. L. Holland, and Miss Pauline
Thompson, principal of Terry-
Norman School. announced their
plans also to retire at the close
of school this spring.
For 10 years Martin was em-
ployed in a local finance com-
pany, owned and operated a
business in Fulton and served
four years in the Army. He also
served one term as a member
of the Fulton City Council.
He succeeded K. M. Winston
as principal of Fulton High
School in 1956. He followed C. M.
Whalen as principal of Carr Ele-
mentary in 1932.
The veteran educator is a na-
tive of Daviess County. He at-
tended Whitesville Ifigh School,
where he was a member of the
football and basketball teams,
and following his graduation, at-
tended Western State University,






- - a qualified lawyer
- - an experienced government
official
-- a friend of the consumer
- - a man dedicated to Kentucky
- - the man for the job
Robert 'Bob' Matthews
rFaid for by committee for Robert Mattl tews for
U. Gov --Hunter Whitesell, secretary
Your Vote and Influence
Sincerely Appreciated
Democratic primar
sued his athletic career at West-
ern where Ed Diddle was the
coach.
He received his BA degree
at Western in 1927 and his first
teaching job was at Martin
High School, Marti n, Tenn.,
when he was 19 years old. For
two years he taught science,
chemistry and physics, then in
1929 was promoted to principal.
He also served as football, bas-
ketball and boxing coach at this
school. His basketball team was
runner-up in the regional tour-
nament that year.
In 1932 he received his
master's degree at Western Uni-
versity, and the same year
moved to Fulton to take the
principal's job at Carr Elemen-
tary. After five years as Can
principal, he left the school
funks to accept the position of
assistant manager and field man
at the West Kentucky Finance
Company in Fulton.
Five years later he was called
to active duty in the U.S. Army
and during the World War II
years 1942-45, he served as a
sergeant in the U.S. Army Sup-
ply School in Cheyenne, Wyom-
ing. Upon his return to Fulton,
he went into business with Ward
McClellan at the City Electric
and Sporting Goods on Com-
mercial Avenue.
Then for four years he taught
agriculture to adults in the
Weakley County Schools and he
was back to his career in edu-
cation for good.
Since 1956 he has served as
Fulton High School principal.
Mr. Martin is a Baptist and a
member of the Fultan Elks
Lodge.
Mrs. Bennett came to Julton
from her home in Treniun, Tenn.,
in the fall of 1928 to teach at Ful-
ton High School.
She married Joe Bennett Jr., a
Fulton pharmacist. They have
one son, Joe Fels, who is now
in the pharmacy business with
his father.
Mrs. Bennett left Fulton High
and taught for several years in
South Fulton. She has taught the
sixth grade at Can Elementary
for the past 16 years.
She is a graduate of Peabody
High School in Trenton, attended
Union University in Jackson and
Peabody College in Nashville
and Murray State College.
Miss Williams is a native of
Fulton and a graduate of Ful-
ton High School. She attended
Union University but dropped
out of college to take her first
teaching assignment in Ramer,
Tenn. She also taught at Sylvan
Shade School In Fulton County
before returning to Fulton in
1926.
She spent 15 years teaching at
Terry-Norman School before
transferring to Can Institute.
She worked in the South Ful-
ton school system from 1949 to
1952 but returned to teach
geography and history at Terry-
Norman.
She received her bachelor's de-
gree from Murray State College
in 1938. She also has attended
Detroit Teacher's College, Pea-
body College, Union University
and the University of Colorado
in the United States as well as
McGill.University of Canada and
the American School of Mexico
in Mexico City.
Capitol pages attend school In
Washington in the Library ot
Congress. Classes begin at 6:30
3.111.
The Joint Army-Navy In-
strumentation Research (JA-
NAIR) Program has an-
nounced the development of
a new helicopter radar sys-
tem at night and in
foggy weather.
Flight tests using the ra-
dar system have shown that
contrast between objects and
differing terrain is such that
almost pictorial ground map-
ping results. Large or ex-
tended objects, such as air-
With The Purchase Of
port runways or highways,
are unmistakable, and pilots
aided by photos or charts or
with previous knowledge of
the area can readily identify
clusters of trees, buildings
or oil tanks. (AN!")
3 Gallons of Martin Senonr Interior Paint





Model 50M122 — The BARCELONA
Mediterranean Styling in Genuine Pecan Veneers and Select Hardwoods
CHOOSE ANY OF THESE 4 MAGNIFICENT STYLES
FOR THE ONE LOW PRICE. ONLY CURTIS MATHES COULD
MAKE SUCH AN OFFER . .. HURRY WHILE THEY LAST! SAVE UP TO $110"1
Model 5OMI02 — The CHATHAM
Early American Styling
In Genuine Maple Veneers and Select Solids
Model 50M552 — The THAYER
Contemporary Styling
In GenuinG Walnut Veneers and Select Solids
COMPARE PICTURE SIZE
You're getting the largest picture in color TV ... a full
295 square inches of viewing area. Compare this with
other so called consoles with smaller pictures but higher
Tested for 24 hours of continuous operation by three
shifts of technicians. No one but Curtis Mathes does
this ... no one but Curtis Mathes delivers such a fine,
trouble-free color picture.
8 Year Prorated Color Picture Tube Adlustment Warranty $1 2 00 Additional
Model 50MI 12— The LoSALLE
French Provincial Styling
In Genuine Cherry Veneers and Select Solids
COMPARE CABINETRY
No metal, plastic or hardboard, Curtis Mathes uses
only the finest of exotic veneers and hardwoods.
Authentically styled and crafted to fit any decor. "You
Can Pay More, But You Can't Buy Better."
In addition to its regular. 1 Year Warranty on Picture
Tube and Parts, Curtis Mathes gives an additional
7 years warranty* on the picture tube ... only Curtis
Mathes is this confident of their quality.
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IT'S COOKOUT TIME, SO***
FILL YOUR FREEZER WITH
THESE EXCELLENT SPECIALS
HAMBURGER MEAT 3,* *
PYRAMID SAUSAGE
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NEW NEW EXCITING WEEKLY CONTESTAT PIGGLY wiGGLY
NOTHING TO BUY! YOU DO NOT HAVE TO BE PRESENT TO WIN! REGISTERJUST ONCE. . . AND GET YOUR JACKPOT CARD PUNCHED EACH WEEKAND YOU CAN WIN EXCITING CASH DOLLARS FREE! FREE! DRAWINGSARE HELD AT 00 P.M. EACH SATURDAY...
Q—How do I participate?
A—Fill in and deposit Registration Card and
then sign and punch your Jackpot Day
Card for first award which is mom.
Q—How do I continue to participate?
A—Punch your Jackpot Day Card at our store
each week thereafter for each new award.
Q—How big is each award?
A—Starts with $100, Award increases
$50 each week, until won then re-
verts back to $50,
Q—Do I have to buy anything to punch my
Jackpot Day Card?
A—No. There is no charge or obligation of
any kind.
Q—Do I have to be present to win?
A—No. Winner will be notified and name
posted in our window and newspaper ad.
Q—How many times can I register?
A—One time. Your Registration Card remains
in our JACKPOT DAY container.
Q—Who is qualified to register and obtein •
Jackpot Day Card.
A—Any adult person.
Q—Whirre will drawings be held?
A—At our store
Q—If my name is drawn and my card is
punched for week before but not for week
of drawing, can I win?
A—No. Your CARD MUST BE PUNCHED
FOR WEEK YOUR NAME IS DRAWN.
Q—Can card be punched in advance or ahead
of Urns.
A—No. Cards punched in advance are VOID.
Q—Can one person punch Jackpot Day Card
for another person?
A—No. Each person MUST punch his own
card.
Q—Who does the drawing?
A—Some disinterested party not connected
with the atom.
Q—If I lose my card, or if it gets ruined, can
I get another one?
A—Yes, but it is not necessary to register
again. We do not pay on card that has
been punched ahead or name .rand.
Q—Is this program • secret?
A—No. Please tell everyone.
Q—How long do I have to claim award?
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*JOIN THE CROWDS AT P. W. !!!
*THAT'S WHERE THE ACTION IS... 
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New potatoes, richly sauced, are good as is, but when thinly
sliced tender green onions flavor the sauce, this vegetable dish
becomes something special.
The new-style flavor is matched here with new-style prepara-
tion which eliminates separate sauce-making. When the potatoes
and onions are tender, the flour is sprinkled in to mingle with
the butter and flavorsome cooking liquid. Then double-rich evap-
orated milk is added, and the whole cooked and stirred to creamy
perfection. Tbis one-pot method of creaming can be adapted in
the preparation of other creamed vegetables.
Creamed' Potatoes New-Style
PA pounds new potatoes 1 1/2 cups sliced green onions
1 cup water (including green tops)
3/4 teaspoon salt 1/
4 cup flour
6 tablespoons butter 1 tall can evaporated milk
Dash of pepper (12/3 cups)
Scrape or peel potatoes; cut in half if large. Place in a medium
size saucepan with the water and salt. Bring to a boil, cover and
boil over medium heat until fairly tender, about 20 to 25 minutes.
Add butter, pepper and onions. Cook 4 minutes longer, stirring
occasionally, until butter is melted and onions are tender. Remove
from heat. Sprinkle in flour a little at a time, blending kmoothly.
Then stir in evaporated milk. Cook and stir over medium heat
until sauce is thickened. Makes 4 to 6 servings.
DEAF CHILD'S JOY MIRRORED
IN CARD ARTWORK
It is not too early to start think-
ing about ordering your Christmas
cards. Here is a unique opportu-
nity to buy truly unusual cards
created by a deaf child and have
the money you spend on those cards
go toward furthering research and
rehabilitation in behalf of the hard-
of-hearing.
FULTON
"A" rating for adults
"MY" rating for mature young
people
"Y" rating for young people
"GA" rating for general audience
(family)
"C" rating for children, unac-
companied
"NCA" rating for pictures on
which no classification is
evelleble.
This opportunity comes through
the Hearing Aid Industry Founda-
tion, a non-profit organization ded-
icated to helping the hearing han-
dicapped. The Foundation has cho-
sen an unusual painting created by
an eleven-year-old girl suffering
from a profound bilateral hearing
loss to be used on the cover of its
1966 Christmas card.
The painting, created by Debra
Tindall of Independence, Mo., was
unanimously selected by a panel of
judges who called it "a winter mes-
sage with all the childlike beauty
and spirit of Christmas." It was
chosen from among dozens of en-
tries, from deaf and hard-of-hearing
children all across the country, who
submitted their artwork in the
Foundation's annual national con-
test-
Debra's painting is a delightful
creation filled with all the bright-
ness and color of Christmas joy
. . . for a child who has never
heard the soun.cts of Christmas, it
is a certain indication that she has
•
not been shut off from the visual
exuberance of the season!
These charming holiday cards
featuring Debra's unique drawing
are available for $5.50 per box of
50 (with matching envelopes) and
the money will be used to help
children like Debra toss ard a richer,
fuller life through further hearing
research.
For information, or to purchase
cards, please send all letters and
checks direct to: Hearing Aid In-
dustry Foundation, Inc., 437 Mer-
chandise Mart, Chicago,1 Illinois
60654.
The Delaware River, rising in
New York's Catskill Mountains
and flowing to the Delaware Day,
is 315 miles long and drains
12.800 square miles.
DATES FOR CHI
Those active children of yours
burn up tremendous amounts of
energy in their busy play, especially
when they are outdoors in the brisk
winter air, perhaps ice skating or
playing in the snow. When they
come inside and tell Mother they
.are hungry, a snack really is needed
to re-fuel their bodies.
Rather than candy or something
which is just plain carbohydrate,
why not provide your children with
a quick-energy snack that is also
good for them? One of the best and
most delicious snack foods to offer
is dates. Although we wouldn't ad-
% ise it in this country, Arab desert
tribes have been known to live for
weeks at a time on just a diet of
dates. •
Whether served plain and right
from the package, or in a tempting
confection, dates can both satisfy de-
sires for a sweet and provide good
nutrition.
They are a perfect instant energy
food because their natural sugar
is available immediately, without
going through the digestive pro-
WM-IN
_THEATRE
UNION CITY FUITON H, W55
Cage Districts
Reorganized
All basketball dhilmicts in
West Tennessee hav.s been re-
organized and the lineup of
teams as revealed by the Ten-
nessee Secondary Schools Ath-
letic Assn. (TSSAA) ohows a
number of changes in both. Dis-
trict 27 and District 28,
The reorganization has done
away with all-Negro districts
and Negro teams now hain3been
assimilated. Union City Miles
has been added to District 27
while Lauderdale has b.,er, add-
ed to District 28.
LDREN'S SNACKS
cesses needed for ordinary sugar.
And they supply a number of the
important minerals and vitamins,
too.
Here's a mid-afternoon snack idea
suggested by the importers of Bordo
dates. Called Crispy Date Cookies,
they are especially designed to
please the youngsters, although





2 eggs, slightly beaten
I package (I pound) Bordo
imported pitted dates, cut
2 tablespoons vanilla
4 cups rice crispies
Melt margarine in skillet. Add
sugar, eggs and cut dates. Simmer
about 5 minutes, stirring constantly
Cool to lukewarm. Add vanilla and
rice crispies. Mix well. Form into
small balls, about 1/4 inches in
diameter. Roll cookies in chopped





Thur. - Fri. - Sat. April 13, 14, 15
Robert Taylor — In
"CATTLE KING"
A WHEN THE BOYS
• MEET THE GIRLS"
o Starring
Connie Francis



























Speed Queen transmission parts consisting of the
case corer. rocks( arm. ;ink, Crank gear, connecting
rod, pinion or driers clutch are warranted by Speed
Queen to the original purchaser for 10 years If any
such part proses defective within 10 years. Speed
Queen will repair or replace it free of charge when
returned prepaid









Proved in over 7,000,000 WASHERS
A The First James
• Bond Adventure
"-DR. NO"
With Miles in District 27
next season will be Unicm City
High School, Bradford, Green-
field, Kenton, Martin, Ruther-
ford, Sharon and South Fulton.
Gleason, Dresden and Palrners-
ville have been droppec from
the district and added to Dis-
trict 25. Bradford, Kenton,
Rutherford and Miles are the
new teams in District 2:7„
The District 281inssupghows
Obion County Central, Dyers-
burg, Halls, Newbern, Ripley
High, Lauderdale Laic eCounty,
Spring Hill of Trenton, Trim-
ble and Yorkville. Now teams
in the district include Lauder-
dale Ripley, Spring Hill and
Yorkville. Kenton was lost to
District 27.
Region 7 will include Dis-
tricts 25, 26, 27 and 28. Region
8 will have Districts 29,  30, 31
and 32. Region 9 will include
only three districts-34,, 35 and
36.
The makeup of other dis-
tricts in West Tennessee Is as
follows:
District 25 — Big Sandy,
Buchanan, Cottage Gr ci v e,
Fulton, Ky. Thursday, April 13, 1967 Page 6
Dresden, Gleason, Henn, Mc-
Kenzie. Palmersville, Paris
Central, Paris Grove, Puryear
and Springville,
District 26—Atwood, Bruce-
ton Central, Camden Central,
Clarksburg, Holladay, Hunting-
don, Lexington, Milan, Milan
Polk Clark. Parsons River-
side, Sardis, Scotts Hill and
Trezevant.
District 29 — Beech Bluff,
Bells, Denmark West, Gadsden,
Henderson, Henderson Vincent,
Jackson High, Jackson East,
Jackson Merry, Jackson North
Side and Jackson South Side.
District 30 — Alamo, Alamo
Central, Dyer, Gibson, Hum-
boldt, Humboldt Stigall, Me-
dina, Trenton Peabody, Trenton
Rosenwald,
District 31 — Brighton,
Brownsville Carver, Browns-
ville H i g h, Covington High,
Covington Frazier, Crockett
Mills, Friendship, Maury City,
Munford George Ellis.
District 32—Arlington Bar-
rees Chapel, Arlington Bolton,
11FULT0q1 — DIAL472-1651
(NCA)
DOUBLE FEATURE — Friday & Saturday
WI" 1111
Malualkintliw
Now to Stuff a
WILD BIKINI
L.... .COLOR
OSSIS Asterism ielemegseal Mame
SUNDAY THRU 'TUESDAY (AMY)
The Plot is...to take over the world...


















School, Mempl, M ,J.,
emcee, Mt
Wo. :stock, Millington ant
Whitehaven.
District 35 — Carver, Mem-
phis Central, Christian Broth-
ers, Douglass, Hamilton
Kingsbury, Manassas, Messick
Overton, Treadwell, Booker T.
Washington and White Station,
District 36 — Father Bert-
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Barnette Tractor Co.














9 x 12 Braided Rugs
$39.95




























































































































with Slender-X in tablet or chewing
gum form. Now available at
SOUTHSIDE DRUG
WE HAVE GOOD BUYERS look-
ing for real estate in this area. If
you want to sell property, call or
see Canndn Agency, South Fulton,
Tennessee; phone 419-2651.
ARE YOU EARNING LESS THAN
$13,750 PER YEAR?
WE OFFER: A rewarding career
in your area selling finest quality
products in our field.
We will train you. . NOW . . .
to make $13,750 plus per year like
our other men. We ask you be:
Over 40, have auto. For immedi-
ate opening in Fulton area write
A. C. Dickerson, President, South-
western Petroleum Corporation,




etc. are for rent or for sale at






No doubt about it: the case was
a shocker. A city alderman had
been caught taking a bribe. But
when he was brought to trial. it
turned out that there was a loop-
hole in the state's criminal code.
By mistake, the code failed to
make this particular action a
Crime.
So the alderman went free.
As speedily as possible, the
state legislature passed a new law
closing the loophole. But as far
as the alderman was concerned, it
was too late. He had slipped
safely through the law's clutches.
Does that make sense? Should
the court let a man "get away
with it'l just because of a loop-
hole in the law
We have to start with one blunt
fact: no law is perfect, with no
loopholes at all. Human wisdom
cannot foresee all the possible
variations of conduct that may.
arise in the course of time.
Still, when a mistake in the law
is so obvious, shouldn't the court
j. stretch a point in the interest of
: justice? For example. in the alder-
man's case the court might have
said:
"Loophole or no loophole, this
TWO MINUTES
wrili THE BIBLE
IF COINdiLIUS R. STAM
WEAN StiLl 50C1155
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60633
NOT ALWAYS THAT BAD
Have you ever heard the story
of lionust Honus was a wicked
old renegade who lived in a small
country town. When he died his
body lay in the funeral parlor for
three days without any one even
taking notice. Finally, on the day
of the burial, a few of his old cronies
did stop by to at least pay their
respects.
As they gathered, the funeral di-
rector said: "Now fellows, we can't
bury Honus like a dog. We've got
to have some kind of service for
him. 1Von't somebody here take
charge?" But the silence was pro-
found, so finally the funeral direc-
tor himself agreed to take charge.
He began by asking whether there
wasn't someone who had some good
word to say for Honus before they
buried him. Again there was a
deathly silence, until finally one old
man stood up and said: "Well, 1
can saY this much for Honus; he
wasn't always as had as he some-
times was."
To be honest, isn't this true of
off of us? Some people take offense
at Rom. 3:22, 23, which says: "For
there is no difference, for all have
sinned and come short of the glory
of God." They think there is a
difference, and that they have not
been as sinful as others. Ah, but
while there may he a difference in
the nature or the degree of our
sins. Romans 3 is right when it
says that there is no difference in
this: that "all have sinned and
come short of the glory of God."
A person may put up a good front,
feeling that he is not nearly so
great a sinner as others, but wheth-
er a bridge is ten feet or a hundred
Feet short of spanning the chasm,
it is still useless, so don't try cross-
ing it.
This is why we all need "the
forgiveness of sins, according to the
riches of God's grace" (Eph. 1:7).
And we may have this by trusting
in the Christ who died for our i,ins
(1 Cor. 15:3). "For by grace are
ye saved, through faith, and that
not of yourselves it is the gift of
God" (Eph. 2:8).
Army Building Large Automatic
Map-Making Range in Southwest
A testing ground for auto-
matic map making equip-
ment, being prepared by the
U. S. Army Corps of Engi-
neers, is scheduled for com-
pletion within 16 months.
The BAR XC test range
will cover 90,000 square
miles of land including most
of Arizona and a strip of
western New Mexico. It
measures 300 miles on each
side.
Land used and photo-
graphic targets built will be
held to a minimum. The Los
Angeles District Engineer
will lease any land needed.
U. S. Army Map Service
civilians and soldiers of the
30th Engineer Battalion,
Fort Belvoir, Va., will con-
duct a test-range survey.
Headquarters for the ad-
vance military party is in
Globe, Ariz. (ANF)
1
Lime And Fertilizer Spreading 1
MR. FARMER!
Call Cayce Lime Company
FOR YOUR
Bulk or bag fertilizer . . . . top quality
lime . . . meets State specifications








Living room suite $10.00
Odd divan, Maple; USKd but
looks good $18.00
2-piece sectional divan; total
length about 8 feet; talc. the
whole thing for $15.00
Tappan gas range, $50.00
R efr igerator s, IS and up
Dinette suites, $10 and up
Corne In and browse around; we






fellow has done a wrong thing and
must be punished."
The trouble is. a court simply
does not have that power under
our constitutional system. Judges
may interpret laws, but not make
them. In the words of the United
Slates Supreme Court:
"It is the legislature, not the
court, which is to define.a crime
and ordain its punishment."
To be sure, there is harm in
letting a wrongdoer escape the
punishment he deserves. But in
the process, he gives society vital
information-just as the escaping
fish shows the fisherman where his
net needs patching.
And closing even a single loop-
hole in the law may have far-
reaching consequences. Thus:
A flour company in New York
once used a society girl's picture
in its ads without asking for her
permission. When she sued, the
court could find nothing in the
law that forbade such unwanted
publicity. The girl's suit was dis-
missed.
In short order, the state legis-
lature closed the loophole with a
new law. And, as it turned out,
this law was the cornerstone of
one of the most significant legal
developments of our times.
It was, in fact, the first "right
of privacy" law ist.bisloila, 
An American Bar Association pub-
1k service feature by Will Bernard.
e,1967 American Bar Assos.iation
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!ruins.
Even short motoring tripe-
such as froca home to work
- -require a driver to make
numerous decisions. Most of
those decisions are based on
what the driver's eyes can
see. Prudent drivers have
their eyes checked regularly
and wear corrective lenses if
needed.









F. H. A. APPROVED
Smallman Sheet Metal
FULTON, KY. PHONE 472-190
G.B. Horner - $1.00
Mrs. 14.1), Lyle - $5.00
•
Mrs, Carlton Lerma - $7.50
Tonle Boos - $1.00 Winners in our Match Maker Game:
indvire GOV. - $1.00
Willie C•vitt - $7,50
Jean Warren - $1.00
Hazel nbopher - $1,00
Novella Davis - $1,00
Myra  - 300 Stamps
Mary Jo Lockhart - 300 Ramps
Darman Marlin - 300 Stamps
Mrs. Joe Ayers - 300 St. mps
L.C. Giles - 600 Stamps
Willie Mae Crutchfield - 300 lumps
Mrs, Mule Joe Leger. - 900 Stamps
Florence Baker - 300 Stamps
Raymond Edwards - 900 Stamps
PLAY MATCH MAK.oggd _ 30...p.
YOU MAY WIN UP TO $75.00
Sam Summers - $1.00 Nellie Smith - $1.00
C.11 Scott - $1.00 wUllam D. Wood - $7.50
Charles Chappell - $1.00 Jane Crithandon - 85.00
Bill Star - $1.00 Sallie Mae Pope - $1.00
Bennie Garner - $5.00
J.W. Campbell $7.50
Josephlne Strickland - $10.00
Katherine TWO.. - $10.00
M.L. Easley - $75.00
Bobby Black - $1.00
Lynn Dickson - $1.00
Paul Bynum -$1.00
Jim Gr.nam - $10.00
Verliner Paper - 300 Stamps
Mrs, Eugene Crisp - 300 Stamp
Wanda Radford - $7.50 Leslie Wagster - $1.00
Si. Dana-00 - $10.00
Charles Walker - $1.00 °P'"'"Uth $1.°°




Emma Jean Martin -
Mrs. Jack Freeman - $1.00
Albert MU. - $1.00
Lorene Jones - 17.50
Doyle Atkinson - $2.00
Vera Rogers - $1.00
Fonate 1(1111br. - $1.00
Joe Chappell - $1.00
Mr., W.D. Laney - $1.00
Effie Jones - $1.00
VoiroarOir MOSS - $1.00
John Owens - $1.00
Wilbur McWhorter - $1.001
Marshall Pruitt - $L00
Ana Hoffman - $1.00
Linnie Travis - 11.00
HUda Haggard - $2.00
Sue Junes - $5.00
Ken Vick -300 Stamps 























































. . amid a tropical setting of
swaying palms, sunny skies,




and a multitude of
outstanding features, including-
• Beautiful "Ranchero" Lobby • COFFEE
• Private white sand Beach meals
• Freshwater Swimming Pool • GOLDEN NUGGET-for cocktail
• Shuffleboard sippin'
• Free TV • GOLDEN NUGGET SUPPER
• 24-hr. Phone Service CLUB--for hearty dining
POT--for snacks- or
STAMPEDE ROOM . . . West Coast Florida's largest
Nile Spot ... featuring LENNY DEE,'top Decca record-
ing artist, organ stylist and comedian. Dancing nightly. 
All facilities for Conventions, Meetings, Seminars (for up to 300)
100% Air-Conditioned, Open All Year. Writ* for colorfel brochure
THE DESERT "on the gulf" 6200 GULF BOULEVARD
RANCH ST. PETERSBURG BEACH, FLORIDA
CECIL'S
4cted, Stwte,IBERTYf
HAVE YOU TRIED LIBERTY'S BEEF LATELY? WE ARE
FEATURING U.S. PRIME GRADED BEEF.IT IS TABLE TRIMMED
- TRIMMED TO PLEASE THE MOST DISCRIMINATE TASTE.
FRYERS :ortiegeo:iil 1;jeRelEaEt . " A:HOLE LB 2, 3
COUNTRY SKILLET
REELFOOT 
LB.G Sc 'BACON sliced rindless
PORK ROAST B:7454.
PORK STEAK lb.S90:i















WITH CO .1130N & PUR. OF
$2.00 OR MORE FROM COS-
METIC DEPT.

















WITH COUPON & PUR. OF
13 OZ, JOHNSON'S PRONTO,
13 OZ. CAN 69






HAMBURGER MEAT 3 lbs $b 51)












LB. 69c First cutLB.
JIFFY PLASTIC FOOD



























WITH COUPON & PUR, OF
2-20 OZ. LOAVES OF TAY-
STEE BREAD. LOAF-34


























WITH COUPON & PUR. OF
8 OZ, PKG, SUNNY BROOK
TEA.








WITH COUPON & $5.00 OR
MORE ADD. PURCHASE.
CIG. & TOB. EXC.
VOID AFTER APRIL 18, 196'7
1CHUC
ROAST BLADECUT
Fulton, Ky. Thursday, April 13, 1967 Page 8
S EXTRA TENDER
U. S. CHOICE CORN FED HAND PICKED







U. S. CHOICE CENTER CUT
CHUCK ROAST
U. S. CHOICE HAND PICKED
ARM ROAST
U. S. CHOICE HAND PICKED
lb. 39c ENGLISH ROAST lb. 49c
U. S. CHOICE HAND PICKED BONELESS
lb. 59c CHUCK ROAST lb 69c
GRADE A (Made Only From The Very Best)
HAMBURGER lb. 39c SLICED BACON lb. 69c
REELFOOTREELFOOT DIXIE
SLICED BACON 2 lbs. 99c FRANKS 12 oz. pkg. 49c
U. S. CHOICE CORN FED HAND PICKED
FULL LOIN T-Bone Steak SIRLOIN lb. 89c
Sliced Lunch Meat
Pickle & Pimento REELFOOT
Loaf 6-oz. Pkg.Chicken 
Spiced Luncheon Meat 3 pkg 99cLiver Cheese • 
Souse Meat
OUR OWN DELICIOUS TASTING
U. S. CHOICE CORN FED HAND PICKED Round Steak
Sirloin Tip
FULL ROUND
(60 to 70 lb.) 
Rump Roast
Heel Of Round
REELFOOT WHOLE or HALF STICK


























— FROM OUR KITCHENS —
Chicken Salad 8-oz.  55c Egg & Olive Salad 8-oz. _  45c
Potato Salad 16-oz. 35c Cheese Cake Each 99c
Bean Salad 16-oz.  49c Deviled Eggs 12 halves 59c














EASY MONDAY CREAMERY (MATLZI.EAF) RICH'S LOW CALORIE 










Wednesday-- Plus Low Prices
Pink Lotion qt. 49c Butter lb. 79c
PARKAY LITTLE ANDY





Topping 10 oz. can 49c
BIRDSEYE












MAULL'S 24 oz. BOTTLE
Bar-B-0.-Sauce 49c
LIBBY'S FRESH CUCUMBER DILL
Pickles qt. 39c











DEL MONTE 1/2 SIZE CAN
Chuck Tuna 3 for $1.00
LUZIANNE INSTANT
Coffee 6-oz. jar 79c
SUGAR PLEASE LIMIT10 11. 99c
PILLSBURY MASHED HIK - RE. LITE CHARCOAL
Potatoes pkgs. 10c Lighter qt. can 39c
GOLD DOLLAR PRESTO CHARCOAL




This Ad Good 6 BIG DAYS Sun. Mon. Tues.
Thur. Fri. Sat. Why Pay More. Shop Where
You Always Save. Shop E. W. James & Sons
SWIFT'S OR TURNERS WONDER TWIN PACK
Ice Milk 1/2 gal. 49c Potato Chips 49c
BLACKBURN'SPARK LANE  New Crop Brand
Ice Cream V2 gal. 69c Syrup qt. 39c
AVAVAPAvAVAVAII'AVATA VAPAPAIA VA PA KIFAIAVAIIII VA VAIAVIPAIAVAVA VA PA VIA F.APAVAVIVAVIII VA VA VAIAMIA vAvArAvAI






Your No. 6 Quality Stamp Coupons Are Still
Good This Week For 300 Free Quality Stamps
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